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YOUR VOICE, YOUR UNION, YOUR CONTRACT
With a union you and your  
co-workers have a voice in 
 decisions about your work life—
wages, benefits, holidays and 
vacations, scheduling, seniority 
rights, job security, and much more. 
Union negotiations put us across the 
bargaining table from management—
as equals.

A negotiating committee of your  
co-workers and union staff negotiated 
this contract. How does the negotiating 
committee know what issues are 
important? Union members tell us.  
The issues raised in contract surveys 
and proposal meetings help us 
decide what to propose in contract 
negotiations. Stewards and union 
representatives report on issues that 
arise on the job, talking with members 
about grievances, problems, and 
needs. They have a hands-on sense of 
what the issues are.

The more that union members stand 
together and speak out with one voice, 
the stronger the contract we can win. 
A contract can only take effect after 
union members have a chance to 
review the offer and vote on it. 

A union is as strong as its 
members. It’s no secret—an 
active and united membership 
means a stronger union—which 
means a better contract.

About UFCW 21

UFCW 21 is a large, strong, progressive, 
and diverse union, representing more 
grocery workers, retail workers, and 
professional and technical health care 
workers than any other union in the 
state. 

With over 46,000 members united, we 
have the power and resources to take 
on tough employers, represent members 
on the job, raise standards in our 
industries, and support laws that make 
a difference for working families. 

My Union Representative:

__________________________________

My Union Steward:

__________________________________



This Agreement (the "Agreement") is made by and between Renal Care Group, Inc. (hereinafter

referred to as the "Employer" or the "Company"), and the United Food and Commercial Workers

International Union, Local 21 (hereinafter referred to as the "Union").

ARTICLE 1 - RECOGNITION

1.1 The Employer recognizes the Union as the exclusive representative for the purpose of

collective bargaining with respect to wages, hours of work, and other terms and conditions of

employment of those employees of the Employer (hereinafter referred to as either "employees"

or "employee") working in the job titles and at the locations in Appendix A of this Agreement,

but excluding all other employees, registered nurses, biomedical technicians, social workers,

dieticians, secretaries, ward clerks, temporary employees, managerial employees, professional

employees, office clerical employees, charge nurses, guards and supervisors as defined in the

National Labor Relations Act.

1.2 New Job Classifications. The Employer will advise the Union if it establishes any new

bargaining unit jobs.

ARTICLE 2 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

2.1 Except to the extent expressly abridged by a specific provision of this Agreement, the

Employer reserves and retains, solely and exclusively, all of its inherent rights to manage the

business, as such rights existed prior to the execution of this or any other previous agreement

with the Union. The sole and exclusive rights of management which are not abridged by this

Agreement shall include, but are not limited to, its right to establish, continue, discontinue, or

change policies, practices and procedures for the conduct of the business; the right to determine

and from time to time redetermine the number, location and types of its facilities or operations,

as well as the methods, processes, equipment and materials to be utilized; to regulate the

quality and quantity of work of its employees; to discontinue temporarily or permanently and

either in whole or in part, the conduct of its business, its processes or operations; to contract out

or subcontract work; to elect to perform such business or operations through subcontractors or

otherwise in accordance with the terms of this Agreement; to relocate or transfer work among

the Employer's facilities; to determine and from time to time redetermine the number of hours

per day or per week that operations shall be carried on; to select and to determine the number

and types of employees required for the positions at the facility; to staff shifts and to perform

tasks; to assign and reassign work to such employees in accordance with the requirements

determined by management; to determine and from time to time redetennine qualifications for

positions and whether an employee assigned or to be assigned to a position meets the

qualifications of the position; to establish and modify work schedules, work assignments, and

production standards; to establish and modify the starting and quitting times and the breaks and



meal times for employees; to establish and modify job classifications; to determine the

equipment to be utilized in its operations; to transfer, promote, or demote employees; to lay off,

terminate, or otherwise relieve employees from duty for lack of work or other business reasons;

to enact, modify and enforce reasonable work rules applicable to the maintenance of the

business; to enact, modify and enforce reasonable safety rules including, but not limited to,

drug and alcohol or substance abuse policies and procedures; to suspend, discharge, or

otherwise discipline employees for just cause; and otherwise to take such measures as

management may determine to be necessary or appropriate for the orderly, efficient and/or

productive operations of the business.

2.2 All rights heretofore exercised by the Employer or inherent in the Employer's rights and not

expressly contracted away by the specific provisions of this Agreement are retained solely by

the Employer. The failure of the Employer to exercise any function, power, or right reserved or

retained by it, or the exercise of any power, function or right in a particular manner, shall not be

deemed a waiver of the right of the Employer to exercise such power, function, authority, or

right, or preclude the Employer from exercising the same in some manner so long as it does not

conflict with an express provision of this Agreement, or the National Labor Relations Act.

2.3 It is further agreed that the rights of the Employer specified herein or elsewhere in this

Agreement may not be impaired, in whole or in part, by an arbitrator or in arbitration even

though the pardes may agree to arbitrate the issue involved in the manner provided in the

Grievance and Arbitration procedures of this Agreement.

2.4 The Union recognizes that the Company may introduce a revision in the method or methods of

operation that will produce a revision in job duties or functions and a reduction in personnel.

2.5 The Union, on behalf of the employees, agrees to cooperate with the Company to attain and

maintain full efficiency and maximum patient care.

ARTICLE 3 - UNION SECURITY

3.1 Union Membership. All employees covered by this Agreement on its effective date or

subsequently hired will, no later than thirty-one (31) days following the beginning of their

employment or the signing of this Agreement, whichever is later, become and remain members

of the Union in good standing as a condition of continued employment.

3.2 Failure to Join. In the application of Section 3.1, Union Membership, when the Employer is

notified by the Union in writing that an employee of over thirty-one (31) days has failed to

make application and tender the Union initiation fee, or reinstatement fee,or is not a member in

good standing by failing to tender the Union dues, the Employer will within fourteen (14) days

terminate such employee. Such employee will not be reemployed by the Employer during the



life of this Agreement until the Employer is notified by the Union that the employee is a

member in good standing in the Union. For purposes of this Agreement, "in good standing" is

intended to mean an employee's dues and initiation fees are paid up in accordance with the

Constitution of the Union and/or within the meaning of the Labor-Management Reporting and

Disclosure Act of 1959.

3.3 Union Notification to New Hires. The Employer agrees that new employees covered by this

Agreement shall be advised of the Union's representational status. Union stewards may provide

new hires in the bargaining unit a copy of the Agreement during non-work time, to include rest

breaks, lunch periods and before and after shifts. One (1) bargaining unit representative, after

written notice of their selection from the Union to the Employer, will be provided with a list of

new hires within ten (10) days of orientation for the purpose of introduction to the Union. This

list will include name and shift.

3.4 Dues Deduction. The Employer agrees to deduct dues from the wages of each employee who

signs an authorization card as provided by law. The Employer agrees to forward such dues to

the office of the Union monthly. It is further agreed that the Employer shall be held harmless

with respect to any charge or allegation by an employee regarding the implementation of any

provision of Section 3.1, Union Membership. The Union and each employee authorizing the

assignment of wages for the payment of Union dues shall both undertake to indemnify and hold

the Employer harmless from all claims, demands, suits or other forms of liability that may arise

against the Employer for or on account of any deduction made from the wages of such

employee or on account of sharing an employee's Social Security number with the Union.

3.5 Bargaining Unit Roster. The Employer shall furnish to the Union a roster of all bargaining unit

employees on a quarterly basis, which shall include employee name, job classification,

employment status, full-time equivalent (FTE) level, department, work location, hourly rate,

hire date (new hire date as appropriate), termination date (as appropriate), date entered Union,

status change date, home address, home telephone number and Social Security number. The

Union shall indemnify and hold the Employer harmless from all claims, demands, suits or other

forms of liability that may arise against the Employer for or on account of sharing an

employee's Social Security number with the Union.

3.6 Voluntary Political Action Fund. During the term of this Agreement, the Employer shall

deduct a sum specified from the pay of each member of the Union who voluntarily executes a

political action contribution wage assignment authorization form (UFCW Active Ballot Club).

When filed with the Employer, the authorization form will be honored in accordance with its

terms. The minimum contribution must be at least two dollars ($2.00) per month. The amount

deducted and a roster of all employees using payroll deduction for voluntary political action

contributions will be promptly transmitted to the Union by separate check payable to its order.

Upon issuance and transmission of a check to the Union, the Employer's responsibility shall



cease with respect to such deductions. The Union and each employee authorizing the

assignment of wages for the payment of voluntary political action contributions hereby

undertakes to indemnify and hold the Employer harmless from all claims, demands, suits or

other forms of liability that may arise against the Employer for or on account of any deduction

made from the wages of such employee.

ARTICLE 4 - UNION VISITATION AND BULLETIN BOARDS

4.1 Union Visitation. The Union in full consideration of quality patient care agrees that the Union

representative, with reasonable notification to the Employer (but no less than twenty-four [24]

hours of notice to the Employer), shall have access at reasonable times to those areas of the

Employer's premises which are open to the general public for the purpose of investigating

grievances and contract compliance. A Union representative shall not have access to employee

lounges, employee break rooms or patient care areas unless advance approval has been

obtained from the Director of Operations or designee. Union access to the Employer's premises

shall be subject to the same general mles applicable to the general public and shall not interfere

with or disturb employees in the performance of their work during working hours and shall not

interfere with patient care or the normal operations of the Employer.

4.2 Bulletin Boards. The Employee shall furnish a bulletin board at each covered clinic for the use

of the Union for the posting of official notices or bulletins concerning official Union business

only. Copies of all such notices, before they are posted, shall be submitted to the Director of

Operations or designee at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to posting. No notice, bulletin or

other writing posted by or on behalf of the Union on its designated bulletin board will contain

anything that is religious, ethnic or racial, or that is profane or obscene, or that is defamatory

toward or disparaging of the Employer, its services, or any of its officers, managers,

supervisors, employees, affiliates, or patients. Any Union notices not in compliance with this

Section will be removed by the Employer.

ARTICLE 5 - SHOP STEWARDS AND UNION ACTIVITY

5.1 Stewards. The Employer agrees the Union may establish Shop Stewards for the purpose of

administering the terms of the Agreement. The Employer shall receive from the Union the

names of its delegated Shop Stewards. Unless otherwise agreed to by the Employer, the

investigation of grievances and other Union business shall be conducted only during the non-

work time (i.e., rest breaks, lunch periods and before and after shifts) of both the Steward and

the individual employee and shall not interfere with the work of other employees. There shall

be a maximum of two (2) stewards per covered clinic of the Employer but only one Steward

shall be permitted on any given shift.



5.2 No Steward or other employee shall engage in any union activity (including but not limited to

solicitation and/or the disbribution of literature) during his or her work time, during the work

time of the intended recipient of the solicitation or distribution, or in work areas.

5.3 Negotiations. Subject to a minimum of two (2) weeks advance notification by employees,

Union negodating team members shall be given unpaid release time for negotiations. Time

spent during negotiations will not impact seniority and benefit accrual.

ARTICLE 6 - LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

6.1 The Union and the Employer agree to convene a Labor Management Committee ("LMC") at

least quarterly or more frequently, if mutually agreed, for the purpose of seeking resolution on

issues of common concern. The Committee will comprise four (4) bargaining unit members and

one (1) Union representative plus management representatives. All LMC meetings will be held

in the Employer's conference/training room at the South Tacoma clinic located at 5825 Tacoma

Mall Blvd. in Tacoma, Washington.

6.2 Bargaining unit members will not suffer any loss of pay as a result of their attendance at LMC

meetings, which shall not last more than two (2) hours.

6.3 The LMC shall not have authority to alter terms and conditions of employment or the

Employer's policies.

ARTICLE 7 - EMPLOYEE STATUS

7.1 Types of Employees.

A. Regular Full-Time: A regular full-time employee is an employee regularly scheduled to

work between thirty (30) to forty (40) hours per work week.

B. Regular Part-Time: A regular part-time employee is an employee regularly scheduled to

work less than thirty (30) hours per work week.

C. Casual or Temporary: A casual or temporary employee is an employee who is hired for

a period of no more than six (6) months, other than agency or internal travel department

staff. Any extensions of this six (6) month time period will be discussed with the Union

first. Temporary or casual employees may be used on a full -time or part-time basis

provided they do not displace a bargaining unit employee.

D. Per Diem: A per diem employee is an employee hired to work without a regular

schedule during a period when additional work of any nature requires a temporarily

augmented work force, or in the event of emergency, or to relieve regular full-time or



part-time employees due to illness, vacation, absence, etc. A per diem employee may

also work on an "on call" or "as needed" basis.

7.2 Casual or temporary employees are not part of the bargaining unit covered by this Agreement

and, therefore, do not accrue seniority, are not entitled to fringe benefits, and are not entitled to

utilize the Grievance and Arbitration procedures set forth in this Agreement.

7.3 Per diem employees do not accrue seniority, and are not entitled to fringe benefits.

7.4 The Employer, in its discretion, may require a casual or temporary employee to work through

some or all of the probationary period before becoming part of the bargaining unit as a regular

full-time or regular part-time employee in the event that such employee has his/her regularly

scheduled work hours increased so as to place the employee within the definition of a regular

full-time or regular part-time employee.

ARTICLE 8 - PROBATIONARY PERIOD

8.1 The initial ninety (90) calendar days of a new employee's employment shall be considered to

be a probationary period. The Employer may, in its discretion, extend the probationary period

up to another ninety (90) calendar days, the conditions of which shall be specified in writing, to

more fully evaluate an employee's performance.

8.2 During an employee's probationary period, or as extended, the employee may be disciplined or

terminated from employment with or without cause, at the sole discretion of the Employer. Any

discipline or termination from employment occurring within or at the end of such probationary

period shall not be subject to or reviewable under the Grievance and Arbitration provisions of

this Agreement.

8.3 Probationary employees who are retained by the Employer after the end of their probationary

period shall be credited with their most recent date of hire by the Employer for the purpose of

determining their seniority and eligibility for those contractual benefits that are based upon

length of service with the Employer. An employee, or the Union on behalf of an employee,

may only utilize the Grievance and Arbitration provisions of this Agreement after the employee

has successfully completed the probationary period (inclusive of any extensions).

8.4 If an employee is promoted to another bargaining unit position, the Employer shall have ninety

(90) calendar days from the date of the promotion or the completion of any job training

program, to judge the competency of the employee. During or at the end of this ninety (90) day

period, the Employer may, in its sole discretion, return the employee to the position previously

held by the employee at the employee's previous rate of pay. The return to the previous

position/rate of pay shall not be subject to or reviewable under the Grievance and Arbitration

provisions of this Agreement.



ARTICLE 9 - PRECEPTORS

A preceptor is an experienced employee proficient in clinical teaching and communication skills who

is assigned specific responsibility for planning, organizing and evaluating the new skill development of

a new employee who has been placed in a defined preceptor program, the parameters of which have

been set forth in writing by the Employer. A preceptor may be assigned to an employee when it is

determined to be appropriate by the Employer.

ARTICLE 10 - PERFORMANCE OF WORK AS DIRECTED

An employee shall comply with all instructions and perform all duties, when and as instructed, even

though he or she may feel aggrieved provided that the life of any person is not placed in serious peril

and the instruction does not require the employee to violate any law.

ARTICLE 11 - JOB OPENINGS

All vacant positions shall be posted on the Company's intranet for a minimum of five (5) business days

pursuant to the Company's Employee Transfer and Internal Job Posting and Hiring Policies.

ARTICLE 12 - PERSONNEL FILES

12.1 Employees shall have access to their personnel files during normal business hours. Such file

may be reviewed by an employee with a member of management present.

12.2 Employees shall have the right to review and provide rebuttal documentation to any written

evaluation or discipline in the personnel file and the rebuttal documentation will be kept in the

personnel file.

ARTICLE 13 - RESIGNATION

13.1 Employees shall be required to give at least twenty-one (21) days' written notice of resignation.

Employees are encouraged to give more advance notice so as to further enhance the

Employer's chance of keeping a stable staffing pattern. This notice requirement shall not

include any time used during the notice period for Paid Time Off or for unverified sick leave

without prior approval.

13.2 Failure of the employee to provide the twenty-one (21) day notice shall result in the loss of any

accmed, but unused Paid Time Off. The Employer will give consideration to circumstances that

would make such resignation notice by the employee impossible.
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ARTICLE 14 - NON-DISCRIMINATION

The Employer and the Union agree to not discriminate against any employee covered by the

Agreement with respect to terms and conditions of employment due to such employee's race, color,

religion, gender, national origin, age, sexual orientation, union membership, veteran status or

disability, consistent with applicable federal, state, and local law.

ARTICLE 15 - DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE

15.1 No employee will be discharged, suspended or disciplined without just cause. The Employer

otherwise maintains sole discretion in deciding whether to discharge, suspend or otherwise

discipline any employee.

15.2 An employee is required to sign a discipline document as evidence of receipt. The employee's

signature on the discipline document shall signify that the employee has received a copy of the

discipline document and shall not signify an admission of guilt.

15.3 All objections made by the Union or employee to disciplinary action must be processed through

the Grievance and Arbitration provisions as outlined in this Agreement.

15.4 One progressive discipline procedure will exist for all appropriate discipline including, but not

limited to, violations of the Employer's attendance policy, work rules, and other Company

policies. The progressive discipline procedure will typically consist of one or more of the

following steps:

Documented Counseling

Written Warning

Final Written Warning

Termination

15.5 The parties acknowledge there may be circumstances involving serious offenses that justify

immediate discharge or skipping one or more of the steps of progressive discipline. Examples

of serious offenses include, but are not limited to theft, workplace violence, harassment, gross

insubordination, falsification of records, and gross neglect or abuse of a patient.

15.6 In the event that disciplinary action is submitted to arbitration under the Grievance and

Arbitration provisions, the Arbitrator shall not base his or her decision solely on the failure of

the Employer to call a patient, visitor or employee witness to appear at a hearing. Furthermore,

the Arbitrator shall not issue any subpoena or compulsion to attend to any such patient or

visitor.



ARTICLE 16 - SENIORITY AND LAYOFF

16.1 Seniority.

16.1.1 Seniority shall be defined as an employee's continuous length of service with the

Employer within a job classification within the bargaining unit, from the most

recent date of hire as a full-time or part-time employee.

16.1.2 Seniority shall not apply to an employee until the employee has completed the

introductory period specified in Section 8.1. Upon satisfactory completion of this

introductory period, the employee shall be credited with seniority from the most

recent date of hire.

16.1.3 Restoration of seniority for those employees who are rehired into regular status shall

be in accordance with the Employer's Rehire Policy as it may be amended.

16.1.4 Seniority shall be the determining factor in layoff and recall from layoff where such

factors as skill, competence, ability and prior job performance are substantially

equal in the opinion of the Employer provided that opinion is not arbitrary and

capricious.

16.2

16.2.1 A layoff is a permanent or prolonged reduction in the number of employees

employed by the Employer.

16.2.2 Layoffs shall be by job classification.

16.2.3 Temporary and Introductory employees shall be laid off prior to any regular

employees working in that job classification.

16.3 Severance Pay. Employees subject to layoff may be eligible for severance pay under the

Employer's established policies at the time of any layoff.

16.4 Recall.

16.4.1 Employees on layoff status shall be placed on a reinstatement roster for a period of

six (6) months from the date of layoff. When vacancies within a job classification

occur, the order of reinstatement shall be the reverse order of layoff providing the

employee's skills and ability to fill the position are considered equal in the opinion

of the Employer.



16.4.2 Providing skill, competency and ability in a specific area are considered equal,

employees on layoff shall be entitled to reinstatement prior to any employees being

newly hired.

16.4.3 In the event the Employer offers and an employee accepts voluntary layoff options

with severance pay, the employee shall waive any recall rights.

16.5 Removal from Recall List.

16.5.1 If an employee does not return to work within seven (7) days of a recall notice sent

by certified mail (or at such later date determined by the Employer), the employee

will be removed from the recall roster and the Employer's recall commitments shall

terminate.

16.5.2 The employee shall notify the Employer by certified mail of any change in the

employee's current mailing address. If the employee fails to provide this

notification, the employee's name shall be eliminated from the recall list and the

Employer's recall commitments shall terminate.

16.6 Termination of Seniority. Seniority shall terminate upon cessation of the employment

relationship or when a bargaining unit employee transfers to a non-bargaining unit position.

Examples of seniority termination include but are not limited to the following: discharge,

resignation, retirement, refusal to accept a comparable job opening (same shift and FTE)

offered by the Employer while on the recall list, after six (6) consecutive months of layoff, or

upon failure to comply with specified recall procedures.

16.7 Roster. In the event of a layoff, a seniority roster will be available to employees and the

Union.

ARTICLE 17 - HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME

17.1 The work week will consist of seven (7) consecutive twenty-four (24) hour periods beginning

at 12:00 a.m. Sunday and ending at 11:59 p.m. Saturday. The weekend starts at 12:00 a.m.

Saturday and ends at 11:59 p.m. Sunday.

17.2 The Employer will continue to comply with all local, state and federal wage and hour laws.

17.3 Management retains the exclusive right to schedule employees for work based on the needs of

each clinic. There shall be no guaranteed hours of work for any employee.

17.4 The parties mutually agree the Employer's patient census and other clinical needs will govern

staffing requirements. When scheduled staff exceeds clinical needs, however, the Employer
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may reduce its staff. In making these reductions, the Employer will strive to follow the order

outlined below:

1. Overtime

2. Voluntary cut

3. Per diem

4. Extra days

5. Involuntary cuts on a rotating seniority basis until all regular
employees have been involuntarily cut

17.5 Overtime shall be paid at the rate of one and one-half (IVi) times the employee's regular rate of

pay for all hours worked after forty (40) hours in a week. When overtime is necessary,

management will seek volunteers before mandating overtime.

17.6 Management will make reasonable efforts to reduce the number of Saturdays worked by

employees and will assign weekend days on an equitable basis among the employees.

Employees may not be scheduled to work more often than every other weekend unless

mutually agreed, or the needs of the business dictate otherwise.

17.7 Bargaining unit employees will be subject to the Employer's Meal and Rest Break Policies and

Forms except that bargaining unit employees will be entitled to a fifteen (15) minute rest break

for each four (4) hours of working time, which must be taken no later than the end of the third

consecutive working hour. However, any missed rest break premium payments will be

calculated in accordance with the Company's policies and Washington state law. Such

premium payment calculations will be based on ten (10) minute rest break periods (not fifteen

[15] minute rest break periods).

17.8 Rest Between Shifts.

17.8.1 Each employee shall have an unbroken rest period of at least eleven (11) hours

between shifts unless mutually agreed to between the Employer and employee. All

time worked within the eleven (11) hour requirement and continuing until the

completion of the shift shall be paid at time and one-half (l'/2) the employee's

regular rate of pay.

17.8.2 This Section shall not apply to on-call, callback, in-service education offerings,

committee meetings or staff meetings.

17.9 Posting of Schedules.

17.9.1 The Employer retains the right to adjust work schedules to maintain an efficient and

orderly operation.
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17.9.2 The Employer shall determine and post monthly work schedules fourteen (14) days

immediately preceding the effective date of the schedule. Except for emergency

conditions involving patient care and reduced work load conditions, posted

schedules may be amended only by mutual agreement.

17.9.3 Should it be necessary to change work schedules at the time of posting, in

accordance with this Article, the Employer will first seek volunteers. If no

volunteers are available, the schedule or shift change will be assigned in inverse

order of seniority on a rotating basis.

17.9.4 Any increase in scheduled hours of work for part-time employees will be discussed

and mutually agreed to prior to posting the work schedule, except for holiday

coverage.

17.9.5 Employee initiated changes shall not result in additional contract overtime or

premium pay obligations being incurred by the Employer.

17.10 Extra Shifts. In the event extra hours or shifts become available, employees may volunteer for

the extra hours or shifts and will be selected based on a first come, first served basis as long as

the extra hours or shifts do not result in overtime for the employee who volunteers.

17.11 Report Pay.

17.11.1 Employees who report for work as scheduled unless otherwise notified in advance

and have been released from duty by the Employer because of low census shall

receive a minimum of three (3) hours of work at the regular rate of pay.

17.11.2 Where the Employer has left a message on the employee's phone (documented

attempts will be recorded) at least one and one-half (11/2) hours prior to the shift start

time advising the employee not to report for work, such communication shall

constitute receipt of notice not to report for work and this Section shall not apply.

17.11.3 It shall be the responsibility of each employee to notify the Employer of his or her

current address and telephone number. Failure to do so shall excuse the Employer

from these minimum pay requirements.

17.11.4 Except as otherwise provided herein, employees shall not be paid for time not

worked.

17.11.5 This Section shall not apply to attendance at mandatory department meetings.

17.12 Rotating shifts. Except in emergency situations, the Employer will not schedule employees to

rotating shifts on a regular basis without mutual agreement.
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ARTICLE 18 - COMPENSATION

18.1 Wage Increases. The following hourly wage rate minimums shall apply for the duration of the

Agreement:

• Effective the first regular payroll period following ratification (May 9, 2019), all bargaining

unit employees shall receive a 2.5% wage increase.

• Effective the fu-st regular payroll period following one year from the date of ratification

(May 9, 2020), all bargaining unit employees shall receive a 2.5% wage increase.

• Effective the first regular payroll period following two years from the date of ratification,

(May 9, 2021) all bargaining unit employees shall receive a 2.5% wage increase.

*PCT Minimum Hourly Rate $16.50, Maximum Hourly Rate $25.25

*PCT II Minimum Hourly Rate $17.16, Maximum Hourly Rate $32.50

18.2 Effective the first regular payroll period following ratification, all bargaining unit employees

shall receive a one time, lump sum bonus payment of five hundred dollars ($500.00), less

applicable payroll taxes and withholdings required by law.

18.3 No employee will have their wages reduced as a result of this Agreement.

18.4 An existing employee's hourly rate shall not be less than newly hired employees with

comparable or less experience.

18.5 Placement for Promotions. An employee promoted to a higher paid job classification shall

receive a minimum of a four percent (4%) increase.

18.6 Employer Meetings. Employees shall be compensated at the applicable rate of pay for all

time spent at meetings where attendance is required by the Employer.

ARTICLE 19 - PREMIUM PAY

19.1 Shift Differential. PCTs who work evening shifts (between 5:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.) will

receive a differential paid at 7% of the base rate consistent with the Company's Evening and

Night Differential Pay policies and procedures. PCTs who work night shifts (between 11:00

p.m. and 7:00 a.m.) will receive a differential paid at 10% of the base rate consistent with the

Company.

19.2 Weekend Premium Pay. PCTs who work weekend shifts shall receive a 10% pay differential

for all hours worked on a weekend shift.
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19.3 Preceptor Pay. PCTs who work as preceptors shall receive an extra $1.50/hour while

performing preceptor duties.

19.4 Float Pay. PCTs who float to another clinic shall receive a 15% pay differential for all hours

worked while floating to another clinic.*

*Float pay applies exclusively to PCTs who regularly work at one specific clinic but

occasionally float to different clinics. Float pay does not apply to inpatient PCTs.

ARTICLE 20 - PTO, HOLIDAYS AND SICK LEAVE

20.1 Paid Time Off. Bargaining unit employees will continue to receive Paid Time Off ("PTO")

benefits based on the Employer's established FTO policies and procedures as they may be

amended or modified at the Employer's sole discretion. Bargaining unit employees will be

subject to the same PTO policies and procedures as all other employees.

20.2 Holidays. Observance and pay for holidays will be determined by varying business and

operational needs. Bargaining unit employees will receive the same holidays as all other

employees and will be subject to the same holiday policies as they may be amended or

modified at the Employer's discretion.

The following six holidays are recognized by the Company:

New Year's Day Labor Day

Memorial Day Thanksgiving Day

Independence Day Christmas Day

20.3 Sick Leave. All bargaining unit employees will continue to receive paid sick and extended sick

leave based on the Employer's established policies as they may be amended or modified at the

Employer's sole discretion. Bargaining unit employees will be subject to the same paid sick

and extended sick leave policies as all other employees.

20.4 Cash Out Option. The Employer will allow PTO cash outs in accordance with IRS regulations

and the Employer's PTO cash out policy.

ARTICLE 21 - INSURANCE PROGRAMS AND BENEFITS

21.1 Benefits Plan. Employees assigned thirty (30) hours or more per week are eligible for medical,

dental and vision insurance benefits. Cost sharing for these plans will depend on the selected

option and the employee's status. Employees can enroll in the benefit plans on the first of the

month following thirty (30) days of active employment in a benefits-eligible position.
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21.2 Workers' Compensation. The Employer shall provide Workers' Compensation insurance for

all employees as required by law.

21.3 Unemployment Compensation. The Employer shall provide Unemployment Compensation

insurance for all employees as required by law.

21.4 Life Insurance. A life insurance plan will be provided to all eligible employees. Eligibility

requirements shall be defined in the plan documents. Employees will be notified in advance of

open enrollment dates.

21.5 401fk'). The Employer will provide a 401(k) plan for its employees. Eligibility requirements

for participation including eligible hours and contribution rates shall be defined by the

Employer's plan document.

21.6 Plan Changes. Participation in the Employer's Benefit Plan, Retirement Plan and any other

benefits set forth in this Article 21 shall be subject to the plan's specific eligibility

requirements. In the event the Employer modifies its current plan(s) or provides an alternative

plan(s), the Employer will notify the Union in writing thirty (30) days prior to implementation

and will answer any questions the Union may have in response to receiving the plan changes.

ARTICLE 22 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Bargaining unit employees are subject to the Employer's Leaves of Absence policies on the same basis

and to the same extent as is applied to all other employees and as they may be amended from time to

time within the discretion of the Employer, provided, however, that the Employer will notify the Union

in writing thirty (30) days prior to implementing any amendment(s). The current such policies are

attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

ARTICLE 23 - GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES

23.1 An employee may discuss concerns and complaints with his/her immediate supervisor in an

attempt to resolve the issue prior to it becoming a written grievance.

23.2 A grievance under this Article is hereby defined as a complaint by either the Employer or the

Union that this Agreement has been violated. Grievances shall be processed as follows:

Step 1: All written grievances shall be presented to the Clinical Manager of the affected

employee(s) within ten (10) business days of the occurrence giving rise to such grievance. The

written grievance must be signed, dated, and contain a description of the conduct complained

of, including the Article(s) of the Agreement allegedly violated. In the event the written
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grievance is not resolved by discussions between the Clinical Manager, Union Steward and/or

the affected employee, the grievance may be taken to Step 2.

Step 2: A grievance not satisfactorily resolved in Step 1 shall, within ten (10) business days

from receipt of the Clinical Manager's Step 1 response, be submitted in writing by the Union

Steward or the affected employee to the Director of Operations or other designee, as applicable.

A written answer to the grievance will be due within ten (10) business days after the Director of

Operations' receipt of the Step 2 written grievance.

Step 3: If a grievance has not been satisfactorily resolved in Step 2, a written request for a Step

3 meeting must be received within ten (10) business days of the receipt of the Director of

Operation's Step 2 response. The meeting will be held within ten (10) business days at a

mutually agreeable time with the Union Representative, the grievant, and the Regional Vice

President. A written answer will be due within ten (10) business days after the Step 3 meeting.

Grievances by the Employer shall be commenced at Step 3 and be submitted, in writing, to the

Union's Business Representative.

Step 4: If a grievance has not been satisfactorily resolved in Step 3, it may be submitted to

arbitration within ten (10) business days after the written answer in Step 3 is issued or

otherwise due by the Employer or the Union, as the case may be, by requesting the Federal

Mediation and Conciliation Service ("FMCS") to provide the Employer and the Union a panel

of seven (7) arbitrators. The parties shall alternately strike names from the list. The order of

striking shall be determined by lot. The one person remaining shall be the Arbitrator.

23.3 If the Union fails to file or process a grievance at any step within the time limits set forth above

and the procedure is not waived by mutual written agreement, that grievance shall be

considered and deemed waived or settled and such failure shall constitute a bar to all future

actions thereon. Failure on the part of the Employer's designated representative to answer a

grievance at any of the steps in the grievance procedure shall not be deemed acquiescence

thereto, but the grievance may progress to the next step if so processed by the Union.

23.4 The arbitration of a grievance shall be extended only to those grievances which are arbitrable

under this Agreement. In order for a grievance to be arbitrable: (1) it must have been processed

through the grievance procedure properly and within the applicable time limits as set forth in

this Agreement; and (2) it must be referred to arbitration within the applicable time limits as set

forth in this Agreement.

23.5 The Arbitrator shall consider only the particular issue or issues presented in writing by the

Employer and the Union, and the decision and award shall be based solely upon his/her

interpretation of the meaning and application of the terms of this Agreement to the facts of the

grievance presented. The Arbitrator has no authority or power to add to, delete from, modify,
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disregard, or alter any of the written terms of this Agreement. The Arbitrator shall not consider

the failure of an employee requested to attend as a witness at a hearing as prejudicial. A

decision of the Arbitrator on any grievance within the scope of the issues submitted and within

the Arbitrator's authority shall be final and binding on the Company, the Union and the

members involved.

23.6 The Arbitrator's fees and expenses shall be borne equally by the parties to this Agreement. The

expenses incidental to each party's witnesses shall be borne by the party calling the witness.

23.7 The fact that a claim or dispute has been processed under the grievance procedure set forth in

this Agreement will not preclude the raising of the question of arbitrability with respect to such

claim or dispute before the Arbitrator selected to hear such claim or dispute.

23.8 No more than one (1) grievance shall be submitted to the same Arbitrator at a single hearing,

except by mutual agreement of the parties.

ARTICLE 24 - STRIKES AND LOOKOUTS

24.1 There will be no boycotting, bannering, picketing, hand-billing, leafletting, strikes, sympathy

strikes, concerted mass sickouts, refusal to cross any picket line, lookouts or other work

stoppages during the life of the Agreement. Union communications to employees regarding

contract updates or other union business will not constitute a violation of this Section as long as

these communications are directed solely to the Union's members. Violation of this Section

may result in the immediate discharge of the employee or employees committing such

violation.

24.2 Discharge for the conduct noted above shall not be subject to submittal through the Grievance

and Arbitration procedures except on the limited issue as to whether the employee has engaged

in such proscribed activity. If the Employer is able to prove that an employee engaged in the

above proscribed activity, the Arbitrator shall have no authority to change the penalty of

discharge of the employee.

24.3 There shall be no offensive lookout during the term of the Agreement so long as this Article is

not violated by the Union, its officers, representatives, agents, members and the employees

covered by the Agreement.

24.4 In the event of an alleged breach of this Article, either party may institute expedited arbitration

by telephone, telecopy, electronic mail and/or overnight mail to the FMCS and the other party:

a. The FMCS shall designate an arbitrator to hear the dispute as expeditiously as possible after

receipt of such telephone, telecopy, electronic mail and/or overnight mail. The Arbitrator so

designated shall hold a hearing as promptly as possible, but in no event later than seventy-
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two (72) hours after receipt of his/her designation as an arbitrator. If the Arbitrator is not

. available within seventy-two (72) hours, the hearing will be conducted as soon as possible.

b. The Arbitrator's award shall be issued as soon as possible, but in no event less than three

(3) hours after the conclusion of the hearing. The award shall be effective immediately, and

shall be in writing, but may be issued without a written opinion.

c. If either party requests an opinion, the Arbitrator will issue one within a reasonable time,

but this shall not affect the validity of the award or interfere with or delay in any way the

enforcement of this award.

d. The Arbitrator shall award appropriate relief, including a directive to return to work or to

cease a lookout. In no event shall the arbitrator appointed under this Article have the

authority to hear any dispute except the question of whether this Article has been violated.

Failure of any party to attend the arbitration hearing as scheduled shall not delay arbitration,

and the Arbitrator is authorized to, and shall in fact, proceed to take evidence and issue the

award as if such party were present.

e. The use of arbitration in connection with this Article shall not impede or foreclose the

Employer or the Union from seeking and obtaining damages or injunctive relief for any

violation of this Article in any court of competent jurisdiction.

ARTICLE 25 - GENERAL PROVISIONS

25.1 Complete Agreement. The parties acknowledge that each has had the unlimited right and

opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any matter deemed a proper

subject for collective bargaining. The results of the exercise of that right and opportunity are

set forth in this Agreement.

25.2 Entire Agreement. The Agreement expressed herein in writing constitutes the entire

agreement between the parties and no oral statement shall add to or supersede any of its

provisions.

25.3 Severabilitv. In the event that any provision(s) of the Agreement shall be held to be invalid,

illegal or otherwise prohibited by law, then such provision (or portion thereof) shall be deemed

amended so as to comply with such law, to the extent possible, or if such amendment is not

possible, then such provision shall be null and void but such invalidity shall not affect the

enforceability of the remainder of the Agreement.

25.4 Shared Values Clause. As stated in the Fresenius Medical Care Code of Ethics and Business

Conduct, Renal Care Group, Inc. upholds the values of quality, honesty and integrity,

innovation and improvement, respect and dignity, as well as lawful conduct, especially with

regard to anti-bribery and anti-corruption. The Employer upholds these values in its own
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operations, as well as in its relationships with business partners. Renal Care Group Inc.'s

continued success and reputation depends on a common commitment to act accordingly.

Together with Renal Care Group, Inc., UFCW Local 21 is committed to uphold these

fundamental values by adherence to applicable laws and regulations.

ARTICLE 26 - DURATION

This Agreement shall become effective on the date of ratification and shall remain in full force and

effect to and including May 9, 2022, unless changed by mutual consent. Should either party wish to

change, modify or renew the Agreement, written notice must be given to the other party at least ninety

(90) days prior to the expiration date. In the event negotiations do not result in a new Agreement on or

before the expiration date, this Agreement shall terminate unless both parties mutually agree to extend

the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement this c^/I^Aiav

of J^UMr .2019.

RENAL CARE GROUP, INC. UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL
WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION,
LOCAL 21

'^=^^_^u-
Faye Guenthef, President

Brvan ^Pno
n ,~-

-7/^/-/A^^-
y

Patrick Pedersen, Negotiator
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Appendix A

1. Mt Rainier: 1717 J St, Tacoma 98405 (This location is inside St Joseph Hospital.)

2. East Tacoma: 1415 E 72nd St E, Tacoma 98404

3. South Tacoma: 5825 Tacoma Mail Blvd Ste 103, Tacoma 98409

4. Gig Harbor: 4700 Point Fosdick Dr NW Ste 101, Gig Harbor 98335

5. Puyallup: 702 S ffill Park Dr Ste 105, Puyallup 98373

Or at any address where these units relocate with the same CMS provider number.
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Exhibit 1

[Insert Employer's Leaves of Absence policies]
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FRESENIUS
~^ MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Paid Time Off Program

Policy

Introduction The Paid Time Off (PTO) program recognizes varying needs for employees to request
time off and offers flexibility based on individual preferences and circumstances.

Employees who are part of a collective bargaining agreement may not be eligible for the
PTO program and should refer to their Collective Bargaining Agreement for details.

Eligibility for
PTO

To be eligible to participate in the PTO program, new employees must:
• Be in a regular status (not temporary or per diem),

• Have standard weekly hours of 20 or more, and

• Complete a 3-month PTO waiting period.

Note: For information regarding waiting periods for rehired or reinstated employees,
refer to the Rehire policy.

PTO Accrual New employees in an eligible status will begin to accme PTO on the first full pay period
after completion of 3 months of consistent eligible employment based on:

• Standard weekly hours,

• Position within the organization, and
• Length of service (determined by the employee's PTO service date).

Note: Standard weekly hours are the hours an employee is hired to work on a regular
basis. This is different from actual hours worked which may vary from week to week.

Accruals based on Regular Full Time (40 hours):
Position Within
the Company

Below Corporate
or Divisional
Directors

Corporate or
Divisional
Directors & above

All Positions

All Positions

Years of Service

Year 1 through end
of year 4

Year 1 through end
of year 4

Year 5 through end
of year 9

Year 10+

Biweekly
PTO Accruals

7.69

9.23

9.23

10.77

AnnualPTO
Accruals

*Year 1: up to 150 hours
Years 2-4: 200 hours

*Yearl: 180 hours
Years 2-4: 240 hours

240 hours

280 hours

*Year one accrual begins the first pay period after completion of 3 month waiting period
through the end of first year of employment.

Note: In the event an error is made when posting or adjusting PTO hours to an employee's
account, the Company reserves the right to make the correction.
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FRESENIUS
T MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Paid Time off Program, Continued

Policy

PTO Accrual,
(continued)

Employees with standard weekly hours between 20 and 39 will accme pro-rated PTO
accordingly.

Exam&Ie #1
Standard weekly hours =30
30/40 = 75%
PTO accrual =.75 x 7.69 = 5.77 hours

Example #2
Standard weekly hours =

20/40 = 50%
PTO accrual= .50 x 7.69

20

=3.84 hours

PTO Caps PTO accruals are subject to an ongoing cap dependent upon an employee's:

• Standard weekly work hours,

• Position within the organization, and
• Length of service (determined by the employee's PTO service date).

PTO caps based on Regular Full Time (40 hours) *:
Position Within the

Company
Below Corporate &
Divisional Director

Corporate & Divisional
Director & above

All
All

Years of Service

Year 1 through end of year 4

Year 1 through end of year 4

Year 5 through end of year 9
Year 10 +

PTO
Cap

120hrs

160hrs

160 hrs
200 hrs

*Employees in California should refer to the Paid Time Off Policy and Extended Sick
Leave Policy - California Addendum for information regarding PTO caps in California.

Employees with standard weekly hours between 20 and 39 will have their PTO cap pro-
rated accordingly.

Employees who accrue PTO beyond their respective cap will have any hours over the
cap automatically rolled over into their ESL bank. Hours that have rolled over into the
ESL bank cannot be transferred to the PTO bank at a later date, even if the PTO hours
fall below the PTO cap.

Employees are responsible for monitoring their PTO banks for accuracy and to ensure
that they do not inadvertently exceed their cap.

PTO Usage Employees may request PTO for any number of reasons ranging from vacation, holidays,

short term illness or personal needs to line/shift cuts, shutdowns, or waiting periods while
on a leave or disability.
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FRESENIUS
V MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Policy

Paid Time off Program, Continued

PTO Usage Employees requesting time off must use available PTO hours. Employees requesting
(continued) time off without available PTO hours in the bank may take limited unpaid time off at

management discretion.

Non-exempt employees who do not work their regularly scheduled hours or complete
their regularly scheduled shift due to changing business needs of the company (i.e. low
patient census, line/shift cuts), may use PTO or take the time unpaid.

New employees who have completed the 3-month PTO waiting period:
• may begin to use PTO that has accrued at the time of their PTO request and is

reflected on their pay stub.
• may not borrow or take PTO to create a negative balance unless they have not been

eligible long enough to accumulate sufficient PTO hours to be paid:
- for holiday(s) falling within his or her first or second pay period of becoming

eligible (see the Unworked Holiday section of this document) or
- due to a facility closure.

Requesting
Scheduled PTO

Employees should provide their manager with as much advance notice as possible when
requesting time off.

PTO requests must be submitted:
• in writing using the PTO Request Form,
• a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the requested time off to be considered

scheduled PTO (PTOS). Note: Based on operational needs, the plant in Ogden,
Utah requires a minimum of 24 hours notice,

• at least 4 weeks prior to the start of the requested time off for 1 or more weeks of
PTO,

• preferably up to 3 months prior to the start of the requested time off for peak
periods (e.g. holidays, summer or school vacations).

Non-exempt employees:

• may request PTO hours in 1-hour increments for any time they anticipate being
absent from their regularly scheduled work hours.

• who do not have sufficient PTO hours accrued in their bank will be paid PTO until
their bank is exhausted and remaining time off will be unpaid.

Exempt employees:

• must request accmed PTO only in half or full day increments.

• with no PTO in their bank will be unpaid for full day absences.

Note: Exempt employees that fail to meet their established goals and objectives due to
continuously leaving work early, coming in late or taking excessive unscheduled PTO
may be subject to corrective action.
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FRESENIUS
V MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Paid Time off Program, continued

Policy

Approving
Scheduled PTO

Managers are responsible for approving or denying PTO requests in a timely manner
based on criteria such as:

• needs of the location or department
• timeliness of the request, and

• timing of previous requests made by the employee

In the event of duplicate requests for PTO, a determination will be made whether more
than one employee can be granted PTO for the same period.

Managers are responsible for monitoring attendance, including partial day absences.
Managers are also responsible for the accurate recording of worked and unworked

time by properly designating all paid time off in the employee's timecard.

Unscheduled
PTO

Unscheduled PTO (PTOU):
• is any time off submitted less than 48 hours prior to the beginning of the time

requested (24 hours for the manufacturing operation in Ogden, Utah),
• will be approved or denied at the discretion of the employee's manager, and
• includes calling in sick.

Note: Excessive unscheduled PTO may negatively impact an employee's annual
performance evaluation and/or result in corrective action, up to and including

termination of employment. Use ofunscheduled PTO immediately preceding or
following a holiday may also result in corrective action at management discretion.

Exception: Unscheduled PTO for a qualifying reason under the Family and Medical
Leave Act (FMLA), the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Worker's
Compensation, or individual state laws will not result in or count toward corrective

action under this policy or any Attendance & Tardiness Policy in effect within a
business entity.

PTO Usage for
Illness

Full time employees must use PTO, if available, for the first 24 scheduled work hours
of a short or long term absence due to illness or injury (prorated for part time).

Example (pro-rating PTO waiting period):
Standard weekly hours = 32/40 = 80%
Pro-rated PTO requirement = .80 x 24 hours or 19.2 hours

Employees without sufficient PTO hours in their bank to fulfill the waiting period will
be paid PTO until the bank is exhausted. Once exhausted or if no PTO is available,
employees will be unpaid for all or part of the waiting period.

Note: Exempt employees will only be unpaid for full day absences (see Extended Sick
Leave Policy, COR-HR-0-0002-301A1).
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FRESENIUS
"T" MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Paid Time off Program, continued

Policy

PTO Usage for
Illness
(continued)

A doctor's note for absences due to illness or injury exceeding 24 scheduled work
hours may be required at the discretion of local management (see Extended Sick
Leave Policy, COR-HR-0-0002-301A1).

In the event an employee experiences illness or injury while on scheduled PTO, PTO
will continue to be paid for the duration of the original request. If the employee is
unable to return to work at the end of the scheduled time off due to illness or injury,
PTO already taken will count toward the waiting period for use ofESL.

Payment of PTO Scheduled(PTOS) or unscheduled(PTOU) time off:
• is paid at the employee's current base hourly rate,

• does not include overtime, on-call pay, or any other type of supplemental

compensation, including commissions and bonuses, and

• will not count toward weekly overtime hours.

Note: Generally, the combination ofPTO and hours worked should not exceed an
employee's standard weekly hours. However, if a non-exempt employee is requested

by a manager to work during his/her scheduled PTO to provide needed coverage
he/she may be paid the PTO day in addition to time worked, with prior approval from
the manager.

Employees cannot be paid PTO for the same hours they are receiving on call pay.

Definition of
Holidays

Observance and pay for holidays will be determined by varying business and
operational needs.

The following six holidays* are recognized by the Company and are paid from the
PTO bank:

New Year's Day

Memorial Day
Independence Day

Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day

* The Company may designate additional holidays for certain employees and will
provide as much advance notice as possible.

Holidays are defined as:
Fixed Holiday.- The day on which the actual holiday occurs. Some parts of the
Company remain open on fixed holidays and employees may be required to work.
Example: July 4th falls on a Wednesday. Administrative offices are closed, but
various other parts of the company remain open for business.
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FRESENIUS
MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Policy

Paid Time off Program, Continued

Definition of
Holidays, cont.

Observed Holiday - When a Fixed Holiday occurs on a Saturday or Sunday,
administrative and business offices observe the holiday by closing on the closest
weekday.

Example: New Year's Day (1/1) falls on a Sunday. Administrative offices observe
the holiday and are closed on Monday, the weekday closest to the Fixed Holiday.

Unworked Unworked holiday ('PTOffi:

• can only be taken on the actual day in which the Fixed or Observed holiday occurs,
• will count toward weekly overtime hours and be included in the computation of

overtime, if applicable for non-exempt employees.

New employees in the 3 month PTO waiting period at the time a Fixed or Observed
holiday occurs who normally work on that day, but are scheduled off, will be paid for
unworked holiday hours without creating a negative balance.

New employees who have completed the 3 month PTO waiting period but have not been
eligible long enough to accumulate sufficient PTO hours to be paid for the holiday(s),
will be allowed to carry a negative balance. The employee will not be allowed to use
additional PTO again until their bank is replenished

All other eligible employees are expected to manage their PTO balances to ensure
adequate hours are available to use on designated unworked holidays. Those without
sufficient PTO in their bank at the time of a holiday will not be allowed to have a
negative balance and will not be paid for the day unless it is worked.

Worked Holiday Non-exempt employees who work on a Fixed Holiday (the day on which the actual
^ay-(NO":Exempt holiday occurs) will:

• be paid a 50% differential for all hours worked on the Fixed Holiday,
• have PTO hours remain in the employee's bank, and

• if applicable, be paid overtime for all hours worked over 40.

Non-exempt employees may receive a 10% pay differential when:
• Hours are worked on a day in which a work location is not normally open to meet a

business need.

Example: Christmas is on Monday 12/25 and employees are scheduled to work on
Sunday instead.

• Hours are worked in an administrative office which is closed due to an Observed
Holiday.
Example: Independence Day is on Saturday July 4th and employees are scheduled
to work Friday July 3rd, the Observed Holiday when the administrative office is
closed.
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PTO during a
Leave of
Absence

Employees on a leave of absence are required to use PTO, for the first 24 hours
(pro-rated for less than full time) or until the PTO bank has been exhausted, unless
superseded by applicable state law. If enough PTO is not available, all or part of the
24 hours period will be unpaid.

Employees receiving disability benefits, such as workers' compensation, short term

disability, or state disability payments may supplement those benefits with PTO (as
applicable) up to a combined weekly total of 60% of his or her gross regular pay per
week until banks are exhausted.

Employees with standard weekly hours of 40 using intermittent FMLA for their own
health condition will be required to use PTO for the first 24 hours absent from work
after which they will be able to use ESL time. Employees with standard weekly
hours between 20 and 39 per week using intermittent FMLA time for their own
health condition will be required to use a pro-rated amount ofPTO time before they
are eligible to use ESL time.

Note: PTO will continue to accme for the first 14 days of an employee's leave of
absence. Accmals are pro-rated for any partial pay period during which the
employee commences or returns from a leave of absence.

Employee Status pTO banks are modified when there is a status change in employment as follows:
Change

From

Eligible

Eligible

Eligible

Ineligible

To
Eligible Regular
(Reduction in Hours)

Ineligible Regular (Hours <20/
week)
Ineligible Status
(per diem, temporary, or contract)
Eligible Regular
(Hours >20/week)

PTO
Any hours over pro-rated

cap cashed out
Cashed out

Cashed out

3-month waiting period

Note: PTO hours that are cashed out will be paid at the employee's rate of pay in
effect immediately prior to the change in status.

If an employee moving from an eligible status to an ineligible status becomes
eligible for PTO again at a later date, any time spent on temporary, contract, or per

diem status is not considered service time.

For questions regarding changes of status, please contact your local Human

Resource Representative.
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PTOat
Separation

Employees separating from the Company will be paid for any accrued, unused PTO
at the employee's rate of pay as of the termination effective date.

Employees who leave the Company prior to completing the 3-month waiting period
will not have accmed any PTO and are therefore not eligible for payment ofPTO at
termination.

Other PTO
Options

Employees eligible to accme PTO are also eligible to participate in the following
programs:

• PTO for Cash, and
• PTO Hardship Donation.

More information on these programs can be found in the respective policies.

Responsibility n is the manager's responsibility to:

• ensure this policy is implemented fairly and consistently,
• maintain accurate records of worked and unworked time, including requests for

paid time off that have been approved or denied, and
• accurately record all paid time off in the timecard, whether scheduled,

unscheduled or holiday time.

The manager and the employee are responsible for monitoring PTO usage and
accurately recording worked and unworked time in the timecard.

Other
Documents

2019 PTO Policy Addendum -FMCNA
2019 PTO Policy Addendum - GMQ and GRD
PTO Request Form
PTO for Cash Policy
PTO Hardship Donation Policy
Donation Foundation Policy
Rehire Policy
Non-FMLA Medical Leave of Absence Policy
Family and Medical Leave Act Policy
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Introduction A Personal Leave of Absence ("Personal LOA") may be granted for a limited amount of
time for an employee to attend to personal matters that are not covered by other company

sponsored or legally required leave policies.

Personal Leaves of Absence are approved by the Location Manager on a case-by-case

basis considering factors such as business needs, timeliness of the request and
employment history.

Important: Employees who are part of a collective bargaining agreement may not be
eligible for provisions outlined in this policy and should refer to their Collective
Bargaining Agreement for details.

Eligibility Any regular full- or part-time employee may request a Personal LOA if they have been
continuously employed for at least 6 months.

Duration of a
Personal Leave

A Personal LOA generally does not exceed 30 calendar days. A Personal LOA extended
beyond 30 calendar days may be approved if conditions are identified which were not
known when the original leave was granted or to supplement other leave types that have
been exhausted. Important: Extending a Personal LOA beyond 30 days requires
approval by the next level manager and must be discussed with Human Resources.

Note: The total combined time off while on a leave of absence for any reason, including
Personal LOA, may generally not exceed 180 calendar days in a rolling 12 month period.

Request and
Approval Process

1. As soon as they become aware of the need, the employee notifies the Fresenius

Leave JVIanagement Office (LMO) to initiate a request for a Personal LOA.
a. Employees are expected to provide at least 30 days advance notice to their

Location Manager when the need for a personal leave is foreseeable.

b. If an employee is unable to provide 30 days advance notice, s/he must give
notice as soon as possible, but no later than 2 business days of becoming aware

of the need for a personal leave.

2. Once the LMO is made aware of the request, an email notification will be sent to the
employee's manager.

3. The manager will review the request based on the circumstances, business needs, etc.

and respond back to the LMO by email as to whether the request for a Personal LOA
is approved or denied.

4. The employee will be notified by the LMO regarding the status of the request.

Important: If the request is denied and the employee is already out of work, the
employee is expected to return to work as scheduled.

The LMO can be reached at 1-866-260-8109, Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.,

EST, except holidays.
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Manager If, at the time of the request for Personal LOA, qualifying conditions exist for FMLA or
Responsibility non FMLA Medical Leave, then managers should not approve requests as Personal

LOA. Such requests must be referred back to the LMO to be reviewed for eligibility
under other qualifying leaves such as FMLA or Non FMLA Medical Leave.

For additional information regarding manager responsibilities and appropriate
procedures when responding to employee requests for leave of absence, refer to the

Leave of Absence Management Reference Guide available on the Manager Section of
the Employee Service Center.

Pay While on a A Personal LOA can be paid or unpaid. Employees on an approved Personal LOA will
Personal LOA be paid any available, accrued PTO according to their designated standard hours in

PeopleSoft. IfPTO is not available or accmals are exhausted at any point during the
leave, the time will be unpaid.

Important: Employees may not be on an unpaid Personal Leave ifPTO hours are
available in their PTO bank.

Employees do not accrue PTO/ESL time while on a Personal LOA.

Benefit Status -

Health, Dental
and Vision

Employees on a paid Personal LOA who have health, dental or vision coverage will have
the employee contribution deducted from any paychecks they receive from FMCNA.

Employees on an unpaid Personal LOA who elect to continue health, dental or vision
will be responsible for 100% of their total benefit premiums, including both their
contribution and the Company's contribution. Employees have the option of:

• Pre-paying for benefits prior to the start of the leave for the duration of the leave,
or

• Submitting bi-weekly premium payments.

Note: If premiums are not paid within 30 days of the due date, coverage may be
cancelled and the employee will have to wait until the next Open Enrollment period to
elect coverage.

Employees on an unpaid Personal LOA who choose not to continue coverage may re-

enroll online through the eBenefits Self Service site for medical, dental, vision or
flexible spending accounts during the next Open Enrollment or if they have a Qualifying
Life Event.

Employees who do not return to work from a Personal LOA will be given the option of
continuing their medical, dental and vision benefits for a period of 18 months as required
under COBRA.

Continued on next page
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Benefit Status - Short Term Disability (STD)
Short Term
Disability
(STD) and Life
Insurance

Employees on Personal LOA who want to re-enroll in Short Term Disability must
wait until the next Open Enrollment period.

Life Insurance

Employees who discontinue or become ineligible for Employee Supplemental and/or
Dependent Life insurance benefits during the Personal LOA, can re-enroll through the
eBenefits Self Service site within 30 days from the last day of coverage without
changes in the effective date of coverage.

If more than 30 days passed since the drop in coverage, the employee must re-enroll in

these plans to elect coverage and submit any applicable evidence ofinsurability
applications required for amounts of coverage over the guarantee issue. The carrier

will then determine if he/she is eligible for this coverage.

Reinstatement
After a
Personal LOA

The granting of a Personal LOA does not guarantee reinstatement to the same position
held prior to the leave. Reinstatement is contingent upon the availability of the same
or comparable position and the needs of the business at the expiration of the leave.

Salary While on a Personal LOA, employees are not eligible for salary adjustments,
Adjustments including merit increases. Upon return from leave, the manager, in conjunction with

the Compensation Department, will determine if there is a need for any salary
adjustments. Such adjustments will not be retroactive.

Failure to Managers must consult with Human Resources if an employee fails to return to work

Return to from an approved Personal LOA within 2 working days of the leave expiration date.
Work Based on the circumstances, the employee may be considered to have resigned

without notice from the Company.

Resources The Fresenius LMO is available to answer questions regarding requests for leaves of

absence. The LMO can be reached at 1-866-260-8109 (Monday through Friday 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m., EST, except holidays).

The Employee Service Center is available to answer all general questions and can be
reached at 1-855-FMCNAHR (362-6247) Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
EST, except holidays.

Other Leave of Absence Employee Reference Guide
Documents Leave of Absence Management Reference Guide
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Introduction The Extended Sick Leave (ESL) program accmes time off to be used for long term
illness or disability.

Employees who are part of a collective bargaining agreement may not be eligible for
the ESL program and should refer to their Collective Bargaining Agreement for
details.

Eligibility for In order to be eligible to participate in the ESL program, new employees must:
ESL • Be in a regular status (not temporary or per diem),

• Have standard weekly hours of 20 or more, and

• Complete a 3 month ESL waiting period.

Note: For information regarding waiting periods for rehired or reinstated
employees, please refer to the Rehire policy.

Accrual of ESL Eligible employees will begin to accme ESL the first full pay period after completion
of 3 months of consistent eligible employment based on their standard weekly hours.

Note: Standard weekly hours are the hours an employee is hired to work on a regular

basis. This is different from actual hours worked which may vary from week to
week.

ESL accrual for Regular Full Time employees:

Standard Weekly
Hours

40

Biweekly
ESL Accrual

1.54

Annual ESL Accrual

30 hrs maximum in 1 year
40 hrs in subsequent yrs

Employees with standard weekly hours between 20 and 39 will accrue pro-rated ESL
accordingly.

Example:

Standard weekly hours =30
30/40 = 75%
ESL accmal = .75 x 1.54 = 1.155 ESL hours

Note: In the event an error is made when posting or adjusting ESL hours to an
employee's account, the Company reserves the right to make the correction.

Continued on next page
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Extended Sick Leave Program, continued

ESL Cap All employees, regardless of level or years of service, will accme ESL to a
maximum of 1440 hours.

Employees who have reached their ESL caps will stop accruing ESL until the bank
falls below the designated cap.

ESL Waiting Full time employees must complete a waiting period of 24 scheduled work hours
Period before they can use ESL time. Employees with standard weekly hours between 20

and 39 have a pro-rated waiting period based on their standard weekly hours.

Employees must use PTO during this waiting period, if available. Employees without
sufficient PTO hours in their bank to fulfill the waiting period will be paid PTO until
that bank is exhausted. Once exhausted or if no PTO is available, employees will be
unpaid for all or part of the waiting period.

Note: Exempt employees will only be unpaid for full day absences.

Use of ESL Employees are eligible to use accrued ESL hours for their own health condition
which would cause them to be absent for an extended period of time.

In the event an employee experiences an illness or injury while on scheduled PTO,
PTO will continue to be paid for the duration of the original request. If he/she is
unable to rehim to work due to illness or injury at the end of the scheduled time off,
PTO already taken will count toward the 24 scheduled work hour waiting period for
use ofESL.

In the event an employee incurs an illness or injury prior to scheduled PTO, the
employee should notify their manager of the immediate need to use PTO to complete
the ESL waiting period and may modify their previous PTO request.

For absences due to illness or injury exceeding 24 scheduled work hours (except in
the case of intermittent FMLA), a doctor's note describing the nature of the illness
and expected length of absence may be required at the discretion of the manager. If
the employee fails to provide a requested doctor's note, ESL will not be paid, but the
employee may use PTO.

Continued on next page
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Policy

Use of ESL Employees who are absent due to illness for more than 5 days should contact the
(continued) FMCNA Leave Management Office at 1-866-260-8109 (Monday through Friday

8a.m. to 8p.m., EST), except holidays.

Note: ESL time may not be borrowed or taken to create a negative balance.

Employees who are eligible to use ESL are required to use any accrued but unused
ESL time until they have exhausted their bank, at which time they will be required to
use any accrued but unused PTO time. Employees may only be on an unpaid status

after exhausting all eligible time off benefits.

Payment of Extended Sick Leave:
ESL • is paid at the employee's current base hourly rate,

• does not include overtime, on-call pay, or any other type of supplemental

compensation, including commissions and bonuses, and

• will not count toward weekly overtime hours.

ESL during a Employees on a leave of absence will begin to use ESL after being absent for 24
Leave of scheduled work hours (pro-rated for less than full time) unless superseded by applicable

Absence state law. If ESL is not available, PTO may be used.

Employees who have Short Term Disability coverage and/or state disability benefits:
• Must apply for these benefits, if applicable,
• Will stop receiving ESL after the applicable disability waiting period
• May supplement the disability benefits with accmed ESL (or PTO, as

applicable) up to a combined weekly total of 60% of gross regular weekly pay
until banks are exhausted.

Regular full time employees usmg intermittent FMLA time for their own health
condition will be required to use PTO for the first 24 hours absent from work after which
they will be able to use ESL time. Employees with standard weekly hours between 20
and 39 hours per week using intermittent FMLA time for their own health condition will
be required to use a prorated amount ofPTO time before they are eligible to use ESL

time.

Note: ESL will continue to accme for the first 14 days of an employee's leave of
absence. Accruals are prorated for any partial pay period during which the employee
commences or returns from a leave of absence.

Continued on next page
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Extended Sick Leave Program, continued

Employee
Change of
Status

PTO banks are modified when there is a status change in employment as follows:
From To

Eligible

Eligible

Eligible

Ineligible

Eligible Regular
(Reduction in Hours)
Ineligible Regular
(Hours <20/week)
Ineligible Status
(per diem, temporary, or contract)

Eligible Regular
(Hours >20/week)

ESL
Retained in bank

Stop accruing, but retain hours in

bank

Stop accming and permanently
forfeit after 31 days
3-month waiting period

Note: If an employee moving from an eligible stafais to an ineligible status becomes
eligible for PTO and ESL again at a later date, any time spent on temporary,
contract, or per diem status is not considered service time.

For questions regarding changes of status, please contact your local Human

Resources Department.

ESLat
Separation

ESL time is not paid at separation.

Responsibility It is the manager's responsibility to ensure that this policy is implemented fairly and
consistently and that accurate records of usage ofESL are maintained. It is the

manager and the employee's responsibility to monitor ESL balances.

Other Paid Time Off Program
Documents Non-FMLA Medical Leave of Absence Policy

Family and Medical Leave Act Policy
Leave of Absence Management Reference Guide
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Family and Medical Leave Act

Introduction The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) was enacted to assist qualified
employees in balancing their work and family responsibilities by allowing them to
take up to 12 weeks ofjob-protected leave for certain family and medical reasons.

The National Defense Authorization Act of 2008 (NDAA) has expanded the PMLA
by allowing for qualified employees to use FMLA leave to prepare for a family
member's deployment or call to active duty as well as allowing qualified employees
to take up to 26 weeks ofFMLA leave for the care of a family member injured while
on active duty in the Armed Forces, National Guard, or Reserves.

This policy is intended to comply with the requirements of the FMLA and NDAA.
To the extent of any inconsistency between this policy and the relevant laws,
FMCNA will comply with applicable regulations. To the extent that an applicable
state law differs, FMCNA also complies with such state law.

Eligibility Employees may be eligible for a leave of absence under the FMLA when he/she has
worked for FMCNA or an acquired facility/location at least:

• 12 cumulative months prior to the leave, and
• 1,250 hours in the 12 months immediately preceding the leave.

Important: The cumulative 12-month period does not have to be consecutive, but all

other criteria must be met.

Spouses who are both employed by FMCNA are eligible to take a combined total of
12 weeks leave during any 12-month period to care for a parent with a serious health
condition, for the birth or placement of a child for adoption or foster care.

Each spouse, upon return, will be eligible to take the balance of the unused 12-week
period for other Family and Medical Leave purposes.

Continued on next page
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Family and Medical Leave Act, continued

Qualifying
Reasons for
FMLA Leave

Eligible employees may qualify for FMLA leave for any of the following reasons:
- For a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform

his/her job,
- To care for a family member with a serious health condition, including a

- spouse,

- parent,

- biological, adopted, or foster child, stepchild, or legal ward, or
- a person for whom the employee stands in loco parentis,

• An employee's own incapacity due to pregnancy, prenatal medical care, or

childbirth,
• To care for the employee's child after birth,
• To care for an adopted child, foster child, or child for whom the employee is

standing in loco parentis after placement,

• For qualifying exigencies (emergency situations) arising from a spouse, parent,
son, or daughter being on active duty or notified of an impending deployment in
the Armed Forces in support of a contingency operation ("Qualifying Exigency"
leave), or

• To care for a spouse, parent, son, daughter, or next of kin with a serious injury

or illness incurred in the line of duty on active duty ("Military Caregiver"
leave).

Leaves for
Serious Health
Conditions

Eligible employees are entitled to up to 12 weeks ofFMLA time for his/her own
serious health condition or to care for a spouse, parent, son, or daughter with a

serious health condition.

A "serious health condition" is an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or
mental condition which involves one or more of the following:

• An overnight stay in a medical care facility,
• Continuing treatment by a healthcare provider for a condition that prevents the

employee from performing the functions of his/her job, or
• Prevents the employee or the employee's spouse, parent, son or daughter from

participating in school or other daily activities.

The "continuing treatment" requirement for a serious health condition may be met by

a period of incapacity of more than 3 consecutive calendar days combined with:
• At least 2 visits to a healthcare provider,
• 1 visit to a healthcare provider paired with a regimen of continuing treatment

(e.g., medication, therapy),

• Incapacity due to pregnancy, or

• Incapacity due to a chronic condition (e.g., stroke, Alzheimer's disease).

Continued on next page
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Family and Medical Leave Act, continued

FMLA Leaves for Qualified employees may take up to 12 weeks ofFMLA time for:

SS'or • His/her own or his/her SPOUSe's:

Adoption ' - incapacity due to pregnancy,

- prenatal care, or

- serious health condition (as defined above) following the birth of a child, or
• Placement of a child for adoption or foster care.

Leaves of absence due to the care for a newborn or adopted child must be completed
within the 12-month period beginning on the date of birth or placement.

Leaves for

Qualifying
Exigencies

Qualified employees may take up to 12 weeks ofFMLA time for qualifying
exigencies arising from a spouse, parent, son, or daughter being:

• On active duty, or

• Notified of an impending deployment in the Armed Forces in support of a
contingency operation.

In the case of a son or daughter's active duty or notification of deployment, the son

or daughter may be of any age.

Some examples of "qualifying exigencies" include:

• Family assistance programs and informational briefings sponsored by military,
military service organizations, or the American Red Cross,

• Arrangement for alternative childcare arrangements or to transfer a covered

military member's child to a new school or daycare facility,
• To make or update financial or legal arrangements to address the covered

military member's absence while on active duty,

• Counseling for employee or employee's family member due to stress or

anxiety in response to a family member's call to active duty or deployment.

• To spend time with a family member on active military duty on rest and
recuperation leave during a deployment.

Spouses who are both employed by FMCNA may only take a combined total of 12
weeks leave during any 12-month period for qualifying exigencies. Each spouse,
upon return, will be entitled to the balance of the unused 12-week period for other
family and medical leave purposes.
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Family and Medical Leave Act, continued

Leaves for

Military
Caregivers

Qualified employees may take up to a total of 26 weeks ofFMLA leave in a 12-
month period to care for a spouse, parent, son, daughter, or next of kin who is

recovering from a serious illness or injury sustained in the line of duty on active duty
in the Armed Forces, National Guard, or Reserves.

In the case of a son or daughter's serious illness or injury, the son or daughter may

be of any age.

Employees eligible for Military Caregiver leave who have taken FMLA leave during
the preceding 12 months will be eligible to use the balance of the 26-week FMLA
allotment for care of the injured service member, but are only eligible to use a total
of 12 weeks ofFMLA leave for other FMLA-qualifying conditions (such as
qualifying exigencies or his/her own health conditions).

Spouses who are both employed by FMCNA may only take a combined total of 26
weeks ofFMLA leave during any 12-month period to care for an injured service
member. Each spouse, upon return, will be entitled to the balance of the unused 26-

week period for other family and medical leave purposes.

Below is an example ofFMLA allowances for multiple qualifying reasons:
• 1/1/09: An employee is notified of her husband's impending deployment and

requests 2 weeks of leave to arrange for alternative childcare and update legal
arrangements.

• 2/1/09: Because of anxiety related to her husband's deployment, the employee
requests 2 weeks of leave for counseling.

• 4/6/09: The employee's husband is injured while on deployment, and the
employee uses 20 weeks of Military Caregiver leave starting on this date.

• 9/1/09: The employee herself subsequently becomes ill and must request FMLA
leave.

• At this point, she is allowed up to 2 weeks ofFMLA time for the remainder of
her 12-month period starting on 1/1/09.
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Duration of Total leave of absence (including leave time that is designated as FMLA) may
Leave generally not exceed 180 calendar days. Employees or managers with employees

approaching the 180 day limit should contact his/her local Human Resources
representative.

Important: If a leave extends beyond the designated FMLA-allotment the approved
extension is considered non-FMLA leave. There are no automatic reinstatement

rights associated with non-FMLA leaves.

Note: IfFMCNA is aware of an FMLA-qualifying reason for a leave but does not
designate the leave as FMLA leave, the employee will be entitled to full FMLA
protections for the FMLA-qualifying period of leave before the date of designation.

Intermittent
Leaves and

Reduced Work
Schedules

Employees eligible for FMLA may use approved FMLA time intermittently.
Managers may approve a reduced work schedule or restricted duty if the employee
makes a reasonable effort to schedule necessary treatments and appointments so as

not to disrupt the operation of the department.

Note: If an intermittent leave or reduced work schedule due to a planned medical
treatment is too disruptive in the employee's current position, he/she may be
temporarily transferred to another position for which he/she is qualified by training
and education at the pay and benefits level equivalent to the original position.

How FMLA
Time is Counted

The method to determine FMLA eligibility within a 12-month period is based on a
"rolling" 12-month period determined by counting backwards from the date a current
FMLA leave will begin.

Therefore, each time an employee takes an FMLA leave, any remaining entitlement

is determined by the amount of time taken in the 12 months preceding the current
leave.

Example: An employee takes the following FMLA leave for his/her own health
condition:

• 2/1/09 - 4 weeks
• 6/1/09 - 4 weeks, and

• 12/1/09-4 weeks
In this 10-month period, the employee has taken 12 weeks. Counting back to when
the first leave was taken, this employee is not eligible to take any additional time
until 2/1/10 under the FMLA.

On 3/1/10, the employee would be eligible to take an additional 4 weeks, because
counting back 12 months to 3/1/09 the employee only used 8 weeks and has 4 weeks
remaining in the new "rolling" 12 month period.
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Notification
Requirements -

Employee

Employees are expected to provide at least 30 days' notice to his/her manager if
his/her leave is foreseeable. Managers must refer employees to the Fresenius

Management Leave Office as soon as he/she is notified.

Warning: Failure to provide required information in a timely manner may result in a
delay in the approval of a leave.

If employees are unable to provide 30 days prior notice, they must give notice as soon
as practicable (within 1 to 2 business days of learning of his/her need for leave).
Verbal notice or notice by a third party is adequate, but must be followed up with the
timely completion of the appropriate paperwork.

The Presenius LMO can be reached at 1-866-260-8109 (Monday through Friday 8
a.m. to 8 p.m., EST), except holidays.

Manager's Role Managers should not approve a personal leave of absence where an FMLA-qualifying
condition occurs.

Managers should refer to the Leave of Absence Management Reference Guide for

his/her responsibilities and appropriate procedures surrounding employee leaves.

Notification
Requirements-

FMCNA Leave
Management

Office

When an employee requests FMLA leave, or when FMCNA is aware an employee's

leave may be for an FMLA-qualifying reason, FMCNA must notify the employee in
writing within 5 business days of the employee's eligibility to take FMLA leave,
except in the case ofextenuating circumstances..

Required
Employee
Documentation

Once the FMCNA Leave Management Office has been notified, the employee will
receive information regarding his/her leave type, including:

• Employee Rights and Responsibilities Under the Family and Medical Leave Act
Notice,

• Certification ofHealthcare Provider form,
• Certification of Ability to Return to Work / Fitaess for Duty form, and

• Information regarding benefits and pay during a leave.

Important: Receiving the above documents does not mean that an employee's

request for leave has been approved.

The employee must complete and return the required documents within 15 business
days to the FMCNA Leave Management Office.

If approved, the employee will receive a separate letter from the FMCNA Leave
Management Office within 5 business days informing them of the approved leave
dates.
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Pay While on
FMLA Leave

The following time-off programs will be used (as applicable) to compensate
employees during a leave of absence:

• Paid time off (PTO),
• Extended sick leave (ESL),
• FMCNA short term disability insurance,
• State disability insurance,
• State short term disability insurance, and
• Worker's compensation.

Where permissible by state law, applicable time off benefits must be exhausted
before an employee can be on an unpaid leave of absence. Time off benefits will be
paid according to the employee's standard weekly hours.

Employees may be eligible to supplement benefits they are receiving from workers'
compensation, short term disability, or state disability programs.
If an employee's combined weekly total disability payment is less than 60% of his or
her gross regular pay per week, he or she may use PTO and/or ESL to supplement
his/her income up to the standard 60% until time off banks are exhausted.

Note: Employees who wish to use ESL or PTO to supplement their disability
benefits must contact their manager or the Payroll Office to initiate supplementation.

Important: The granting ofaFMLA leave of absence should not be interpreted as
evidence of, or the date of, disability for purposes of receiving short or long term
disability benefits.

As is the case with all leaves of absences, employees do not accrue PTO/ESL after
the first 14 calendar days of his/her FMLA leave of absence.
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Pay While on
FMLA Leave -
Employees with
Company or
State STD
Benefits

Employees who have STD coverage or who work in Puerto Rico or in states with
state disability laws:

• Must apply for state disability and FMCNA STD benefits if they are
eligible.

• Will be paid accrued unused PTO/ESL for the required 14 calendar day absence
necessary before FMCNA STD coverage begins (or other applicable state
disability waiting periods), and

• Will stop receiving PTO/ESL payments after the 14 day (or applicable) waiting
period if they are eligible to receive disability benefits. Employees whose STD
benefit is less than 60% of their gross pay will be eligible to supplement their
benefit as noted above.

Note: If an employee has no PTO/ESL time accrued for the 14 calendar day waiting
period, he/she will be automatically placed on an unpaid FMLA leave of absence.

Employees who do not have FMCNA STD coverage or who do not work in a state
with a state disability plan will be paid accrued PTO/ESL until exhausted (unless
superseded by state law) for the duration of approved leave.

Employees exhausting PTO and ESL accruals (or living in states allowing unpaid
FMLA without exhaustion ofaccmal banks) will be placed on an unpaid FMLA
leave of absence if and when PTO/ESL is exhausted.

Benefits During the FMLA leave, all employee health, dental, vision, short term disability and
Continuation employee supplemental, dependent and spouse life insurance benefits are covered for

the period of the approved LOA provided the employee continues to make his/her
contributions.

Employees have the option of:
• Pre-paying for benefits prior to the start of the leave for the duration of the

leave, or

• Submitting bi-weekly premium payments.

Employees electing to continue coverage during his/her leave will continue to have
the employee portion of his/her benefits withdrawn ftom any paychecks from
FMCNA, such as those paying PTO and ESL hours. Employees not receiving
paychecks from FMCNA will be invoiced for the employee portion of his/her
benefits.

Coverage may be cancelled if premiums are not paid within 30 days of the due date.
FMCNA will notify employees that such premium payments have not been received
and the date on which the coverage will cease.
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Benefits
Continuation -

Medical, Dental
& Vision

Employees who choose not to continue coverage while on a leave and return within

their approved FMLA-allotted time may elect to re-enroll in the same medical, dental
or vision plans. Employees must contact the Employee Service Center at 855-362-

6247 to re-enroll within 30 days of their retum-to-work date.

Employees who discontinue their participation in FMCNA's benefits plans and do
not return within their approved FMLA-allotted time or do not re-enroll within 30
days of their retum-to-work date will not be eligible to re-enroll until the next benefit
open enrollment period or if a qualified life event occurs.

Benefits
Continuation—

STD and Life
Insurance

Employees who choose not to continue STD coverage while on a leave and
return within their approved FMLA-allotted time may elect to re-enroll within 30
days of their retum-to-work date. Employees must contact the Employee Service

Center at 855-362-6247 to re-enroll.

Employees who discontinue or become ineligible for Employee Supplemental
and/or Dependent Life insurance benefits during his/her leave, are eligible to
re-enroll and will not be subject to the evidence ofinsurability if they re-enroll
within 30 days of their retum-to-work date.

Note: The Employee Service Center is available to answer questions about disability
and life insurance, and can be reached at 1-855-FMCNAHR (362-6247) Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., EST, except holidays.

Reinstatement
After an FMLA
Leave

Employees returning from FMLA leave will be returned to his or her prior position
or an equivalent position with the same:

• Pay,

• Benefits,

• Working conditions,
• Responsibility level and skill requirement, and
• Work site or one nearby.

Note: If an employee's leave is longer than his/her FMLA allotment (such as an
FMLA leave supplemented with an approved personal leave), an effort may be made
to return the employee to an equivalent position (if a vacancy exists), but is not
guaranteed.

Examples:
• If the job has been eliminated due to a layoff, there are no reinstatement rights.

• If there is a reorganization or change in job duties for that position, the
employee may not be reinstated.
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Employee
Review Date

Adjustments may be made to an employee's merit review upon reinstatement.

Employees on an anniversary review schedule will have his/her merit review delayed
until he/she has actually worked 12 months since the last review date. The new date
will become the employee's new merit review date.

Employees on a focal point review schedule will have any merit increase prorated
based upon duration of leave.

Failure to Return
To Work

Employees who fail to refaim to work from an approved Leave of Absence within 2
working days of its expiration will be considered to have resigned without notice to
the Company.

COBRA Employees who fail or choose not to return to work from a Leave of Absence will be
given the option of continuing his/her medical, dental, vision, flexible spending
account benefits for a period of 18 months as required under the COBRA regulation.

Other Documents Leave of Absence Employee Reference Guide
Leave of Absence Management Reference Guide

Non-FMLA Medical Leave of Absence Policy
Employee Rights & Responsibilities Under the Family and Medical Leave Act
Notice
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Policy

Introduction The objective of the Non-FMLA Medical Leave of Absence policy is to
provide employees who do not meet the eligibility requirements of the Family
and Medical Leave Act but is unable to report to work an opportunity to apply
for a non-medical leave of absence due to the employee's own illness or

injury.

Eligibility Any regular full- or part-time employee is eligible to apply for a Non-FMLA
Medical leave of absence.

Non-FMLA medical leaves of absence are approved on a case-by case basis

by the Leave Management Office taking into account factors such as

employment history and business needs.

Duration of
Leave

Total leave of absence (including leave time that is designated as FMLA) may
generally not exceed 180 calendar days. Employees or managers with

employees approaching the 180 day limit should contact their local Human
Resources representative.

Notification
Requirements-

Employee

Employees are expected to provide at least 30 days' notice to their location

manager if their leave is foreseeable. Managers should refer employees to the
Fresenius Leave Management Office as soon as they are notified.

Warning: Failure to provide required information in a timely manner may
result in a delay in the approval of a leave.

If an employee is unable to provide 30 days prior notice, he/she must give
notice as soon as practicable (within 1 to 2 business days of learning of

his/her need for leave). Verbal notice or notice by a third party is adequate,

but it must be followed up with the timely completion of the appropriate
paperwork.

The Fresenius Leave Management Office can be reached at 1-866-260-8109

(Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., EST), except holidays.
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Manager's Role Managers are strongly encouraged to refer to the Leave of Absence

Management Reference Guide for their responsibilities and appropriate
procedures surrounding employee leaves.

Required Once the FMCNA Leave Management Office has been notified, the employee
Employee will receive information regarding their leave type, including:
Documentation . Certification of Healthcare Provider form

• Certification of Ability to Return to Work / Fitness for Duty form, and
• Information regarding benefits and pay during a leave.

Important: Receiving a leave packet does not mean that an employee's leave

has been approved. Upon approval, the employee will receive a separate
follow-up letter from the Fresenius Leave Management Office informing

them of approval and approved leave dates.

Pay While on a
Non-FMLA
Medical Leave
of Absence

All or part of the non-FMLA medical leave may be paid through one or more

of the following programs as applicable with FMCNA Time Off Benefit
Program:

•Paid Time Off (PTO),
• Extended Sick Leave (ESL),
• FMCNA Short Term Disability Insurance (STD),
• State Disability Insurance,

• State Short Term Disability Insurance, and

• Worker's Compensation.

Applicable time off benefits must be exhausted before an employee can be on
an unpaid leave of absence. Time off benefits will be paid according to the

employee's regularly scheduled work hours.
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Pay While on a Important: The granting of a non-FMLA medical leave of absence should
Non-FMLA
IMedical Leave
of Absence
(continued)

not be interpreted as evidence of, or the date of, disability for purposes of

receiving Short or Long Term Disability benefits.

Note: If an employee has no PTO/ESL time accrued for the 14 calendar day
waiting period, he/she will be automatically placed on an unpaid non-FMLA
medical leave of absence.

Employees do not accme PTO/ESL time after the first 14 calendar days of
their leave of absence.

Pay While on a
Non-FMLA
Medical
Leave—
Employees with
Company or
State STD
Benefits

Employees who have short-term disability coverage or who work in Puerto

Rico or states with State Disability laws:

• Must apply for state disability and FMCNA short-term disability
benefits if they are eligible.

• Will be paid accrued unused PTO/ESL for the required 14 calendar day
absence necessary before FMCNA Short Term Disability coverage

begins (or other applicable State Disability waiting periods).
• Will be placed on an approved unpaid non-FMLA medical leave of

absence once the FMCNA short term disability or state disability benefit
commences. No additional PTO/ESL over the 14 day or applicable
waiting period requirement will be paid to an employee who is eligible
to receive disability benefits except when supplementation may be

necessary with state disability.

Note: If an employee has no PTO/ESL time accrued for the 14 calendar day
waiting period, he/she will be automatically placed on an unpaid non-FMLA
medical leave of absence.
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Pay While on a
Non-FMLA
Medical
Leave—

Employees
without
Company or
State STD
Benefits

Employees who do not have FMCNA Short-Term Disability coverage or who
do not work in state with State Disability Plans:

• Will be paid accrued PTO/ESL until exhausted for duration of approved
leave.

• Will be placed on an unpaid leave of absence if and when PTO/ESL is
exhausted.

Benefits
Continuation

During the non-FMLA medical leave, all employee health, dental, vision,

short term disability and employee supplemental, spouse and dependent life
insurance benefits continue for the period of the approved leave of absence

for a maximum of 6 months following the approved leave start date,

provided the employee continues to pay his/her contributions.

Employees have the option of:

• Pre-paying for benefits prior to the start of the leave for the duration of

the leave, or

• Submitting bi-weekly premium payments.

Employees electing to continue coverage during their leave will continue to

have the employee portion of their benefits withdrawn from any paychecks

from FMCNA, such as those receiving PTO and ESL hours. Employees not

receiving paychecks from FMCNA will be invoiced for the employee portion
of their benefits.

Coverage may be cancelled if premiums are not paid within 30 days of the
due date.

Employees who choose not to continue coverage while on a leave may, upon

returning to active employment, elect to apply for coverage. The employee
must meet the eligibility requirements of each plan.
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Benefits
Continuation—

Short Term
Disability and
Life Insurance

Reinstatement
After a Leave
of Absence

In order for an employee who discontinues or becomes ineligible for short

term disability coverage during the leave, to re-enroll in this plan, he or she

will have to wait until the next open enrollment period to elect coverage.

If an employee discontinues or becomes ineligible for the employee
supplemental and/or dependent life insurance benefits during their leave, to

re-enroll in these plans, he/she must complete a new enrollment form and

submit the applicable evidence ofinsurability applications. The carrier will
then determine if they are eligible for this coverage.

The Employee Service Center is available to answer questions about

disability and life insurance, and can be reached at 1-855-FMCNAHR (362-
6247) Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., EST, except holidays.

The granting ofanon-FMLA medical leave of absence does not guarantee an

offer ofre-employment upon expiration of the leave. Reinstatement is

contingent upon the availability of the same or comparable position and the
needs of the facility at that time.

Note: Reinstatement exceptions are made if mandated by federal or state

laws.

Employee
Review Date

Adjustments may be made to an employee's merit review upon reinstatement.

Employees on an anniversary review schedule will have their merit review
delayed until he/she has actually worked 12 months since the last review date.

The new date will become the employee's new merit review date.

Employees on a focal point review schedule will have any merit increase

prorated based upon duration of leave.
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Failure to
Return to

Work

Employees who fail to return to work from an approved leave of absence

within 2 working days of expiration will be considered to have resigned
without notice from the Company.

COBRA Employees who choose not to return to work from a leave of absence will be

given the option of continuing their medical, dental, vision, and flexible

spending account benefits for a period of 18 months as required under

COBRA.

Other Leave of Absence Employee Reference Guide
Documents Leave of Absence Management Reference Guide

Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Policy
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Introduction This policy is intended to meet the requirements of federal law governing

Military Leave of Absences. This law is commonly referred to as USERRA.

In some instances, this policy provides more favorable treatment than that

prescribed by law. The company reserves the right to amend or modify such
aspects of the policy at any time.

Eligibility Any regular full-time or part-time employee is covered by this policy.

The company will grant a Military Leave of Absence to those employees who
are called to active military duty or who voluntarily enlist.

Reasons for the

Leave
Military Leave of Absence & Reserve Duty may be granted to eligible
employees who:

• Serve in the Reserves or in the National Guard or

• Are called to Active Duty or voluntarily enlists in active duty.

Notification
Requirements-

Employee

Employees are expected to provide 30 days' notice to their Location Manager

for a Leave when foreseeable. If an employee is unable to provide 30 days

prior notice, they should at least give notice as soon as practicable.

Employees applying for leave under this policy will be asked to provide a
copy of their military orders or the notice they received from the respective

government agency.

Managers should refer employees to the Fresenius Management Leave Office

as soon as they are notified.

The Fresenius Management Leave Office can be reached at 1-866-260-8109,

(Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., EST), except holidays.
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Manager's Role Managers are strongly encouraged to refer to the Leave of Absence

Management Reference Guide for their responsibilities and appropriate

procedures surrounding employee leaves.

Differential Pay The company will provide differential pay of up to 2 weeks per calendar year
while on a to any eligible employee serving in the Reserves or National Guard who is
Military Leave required to attend annual military training.
of Absence

Differential Pay provisions are also made for any employee who is called to

active military duty or voluntarily enlists.

Differential Pay
Calculation

Differential pay will be determined by offsetting the total base military pay
(including longevity, flight pay, submarine pay and jump pay but exclusive of
subsistence, quarters, and travel allowances) against the employee's regular

straight time base pay (excluding shift differentials or any other type of
additional compensation) for regularly scheduled weekly hours.

Note: A salary differential will not be paid if military pay exceeds an
employee's normal base rate of pay.

Differential
Pay—Reserve

Duty Annual
Training

For employees who attend Reserve Duty Annual Training:

• In any calendar year, pay differential will not be paid for more than 2
weeks.

• The employee may be able to use his/her accrued PTO time in lieu of a
differential pay arrangement.

Differential
Pay—Active

Duty &
Voluntary
Enlistment

A salary differential will be paid to employees who are called to Active Duty
or Voluntarily enlist for up to 90 days.
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Benefits—

Within First 90
Days

An employee may opt to continue FMCNA medical, dental and vision

coverage for up to 90 days by continuing to the employee contribution.

> For those active duty periods exceeding 30 days, the employee and

his/her family are covered immediately under the military for medical
benefits.

> For those who are called up for less than 30 days, only the reservists

receive military coverage. Employees and dependents may choose to

remain in the company programs for medical benefits not provided by
the military.

Important: Employees who choose to continue their FMCNA medical,

dental, and/or vision benefits (up to a maximum of 90 days) once they are on

an unpaid status, have the option of (1) pre-paying for their benefits prior to
the start of their leave for the duration of the leave or (2) submitting premium
payments on a bi-weekly basis. In either case, the amount paid is the normal

employee contribution required under the company-sponsored plans.

Benefits— Beyond 90 days COBRA provisions would apply; except that the basic length
Beyond 90 Days of continuation coverage under USERRA is 24 months rather than the 1 8

months COBRA- period. The employee on leave must pay his/her full

premiums in order for benefits to remain in effect.

Employees who decide to discontinue the company medical or dental plans

may re-enter the plans without restrictions upon return to active employment.

Disability and There is no disability or life insurance coverage during the Military Leave of
Life Insurance Absence period, and deductions will not be taken.
Benefit

An employee is automatically reinstated in the disability and life plans when
he or she returns to work.

Continued on next page
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401(k) Benefits The employee will continue 401(k) contributions while receiving a paycheck
unless they suspend contributions. Upon returning from leave an employee

may make up missed contributions to his/her 401(k) plan account. Such
make-up contributions must be made within the time period that is the lesser

of (i) 5 years and (ii) 3 times the length of the employee's military service.

Note: The company will match these contributions at the rate that would have

applied had the employee's employment not been interrupted by military
service.

Also, upon an employee's re-employment following a Military Leave of

Absence:

• An employee will be credited, under the 401(k) Plan, with vesting service
equaling the period of leave.

• The company will make any profit sharing or Company defmed-

contributions to the employee's 401(k) Plan account that would have been
made had the employee not been absent due to a Military Leave of

Absence.

Time Off for
Physical Exam

Employees who are required to take time off from work for a physical
examination for entry into the Armed Forces of the United States shall be

paid at their base hourly rate for that time away.

PTO Payout Employees may receive payment of accmed, unused Paid Time Off (PTO) at
any time during a Military Leave of Absence if requested. Contact your local

Human Resources Representative for guidance.

Continued on next page
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Re-Employment

Time Periods
An employee on a Military Leave of Absence serving up to 5 years in the

military on active duty, whether through voluntary enlistment or draft, must

be reinstated to his/her prior position or equivalent position within the same
location or one geographically nearby.

After completion of military service, employees must apply for re-
employment according the following timeframes:

Length of Military Service
Up to 30 days

31-180 days

181 days or more

Apply for Re-employment

Report to work on the first full
regularly scheduled work day after
arriving home.

Within 14 days of completion of
military service

Within 90 days of completion of
military service

These deadlines may be extended for up to 2 years if an employee was

hospitalized or is recovering from an illness or injury that occurred during
military service.

Re- When application for re-employment is made, federal reinstatement rights
Employment— will apply for up to 5 years after the start of the Military Leave of Absence.
Job

Considerations ^he employee is still qualified to perform the duties of his or her job:

• He or she will be restored to the job he/she would have attained had he/she
not performed military service or a job at a similar grade or equivalent pay

rate as such jobs are available.
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Re- If an employee is not qualified because of disability sustained during military
Employment— service or changes in job requirements, but is qualified for other jobs:
Job

/-ons.derat • He or she wiu be offered the job which most closely approximates his or

her former job in seniority, status, and equivalent pay rate if such a job is

available.

Employees may receive special training, re-training or other accommodations

in cases of service related disability or long period of absence.

Note: Employees may receive special protection from discharge, except when

it is for cause.

Important: Human Resources should be consulted in these circumstances.

Merit Reviews
for Reinstated
Employees

Adjustments may be made to an employee's merit review upon reinstatement.

Employees on an anniversary review schedule will have their merit review

delayed until he/she has actually worked 12 months since the last review date.

The new date will become the employee's new merit review date.

Employees on a focal point review schedule will have any merit increase

prorated based upon duration of leave.

Other
Documents

Leave of Absence Employee Reference Guide
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Paid Sick Leave: Addendum to the Paid Time Off and Extended Sick Leave Policies

Introduction This addendum ("Addendum") addresses various federal, state and local paid sick time/leave
("PSL") laws requiring Fresenius Medical Care North America ("FMCNA" or the "Company")
to provide designated amounts of time off to eligible employees requesting PSL.

PSL is generally used for an employee or designated Family Member for preventative care or
the care or treatment of an existing health condition or other reasons required by state or local

law.

Eligible employees requesting PSL will be paid from existing Paid Time Off("PTO") and/or
Extended Sick Leave ("ESL") banks depending on status, available accmed hours and
jurisdiction. Annual accrual amounts outlined in the Company's PTO and ESL policies will
prevail.

Note: Employees not eligible for the Company's current PTO or ESL policies will accrue hours
specifically for PSL in a newly created ESL bank.

Applies to The PSL Addendum applies to FMCNA employees paid by the Company or its entities who work
in the following jurisdictions:

State:
Arizona

California

Illinois

Connecticut

District of Columbia

Massachusetts

Maryland

Michigan

Minnesota

New Jersey
New York

Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

Vermont

Washington

Covered Jurisdictions providing PSL:
Statewide
Statewide, including local ordmances in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles,
San Diego, and Santa Monica
City of Chicago and Cook County (the following cities or municipalities opted out and
are excluded; Alsip, Arlington Heights, Barrington, Bartlett, Bedford Park, Bellwood, Berkeley,
Bridgeview, Buffalo Grove, Burbank, Burr Ridge, Crestwood, East Hazel Crest, Elgin, Elk

Grove Village, Elmwood Park, Evergreen Park, Forest Park, Glenview, Hanover Park, Harwood

Heights, Hickory Hill, Hillside, Hinsdale, Hodgkins, Hoffinan Estates, Homewood, Justice, La
Grange Park, Lincolnwood, Lynwood, Maywood, Melrose Park, Midlothian, Morton Grove,

Mount Prospect, Niles, Norndge, Northbrook, Northlake, Oak Forest, Oak Lawn, Orland Hills,

Oriand)
Statewide

Districtwide

Statewide

Statewide, including local ordmance in Montgomery County

Statewide

Mmneapolis & Saint Paul

Statewide
New York City (all five boroughs), Westchester County
Statewide

Philadelphia
Statewide

Statewide

Statewide, including local ordinances in Seattle' and Tacoma.

Continued on next page
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Applies to, In addition, employees who work for FMCNA and who perform work on or in connection with
continued certain Federal government contracts also may be eligible for PSL. If applicable, PSL

entitlements under federal law will be reconciled with state or local law. PSL eligibility does
not apply simply because an employee provides services to a Medicare beneficiary.

Important: Employees who are part of a Collective Bargaining Agreement may not be
eligible for provisions outlined in this addendum and should refer to their Collective
Bargaining Agreement for details.

Note: This addendum does not apply to Agency Workers or Independent Contractors.

Definitions • Regular Full and Part Time - employees hired to work 20-40 standard hours per week
and eligible for time off according to the Company's PTO and ESL policies.

• Temporary - employees hired for a specified period with a beginning and end date, and
not eligible for time off according to the Company's PTO and ESL policies.

• Per Diem - employees working 'as needed' with no standard hours, no fixed scheduled,

and not eligible for time off according to the PTO and ESL policies.

• Part Time - employees hired to work less than 20 standard hours per week and not

eligible for time off according to the Company's PTO and ESL policies.

• Family Member - An employee's spouse, domestic partner, children, parents, siblings,

grandparents, grandchildren, and other individuals deemed "family members" under

applicable law. These include biological, legal ("in-law"), adoptive, step or foster care
relationships. In San Francisco, Emeryville, and Oakland2 an employee can designate a

person for whom they can use PSL for qualifying reasons if they do not have a spouse or
domestic partner. In Los Angeles and for those who perform work on or in connection

with certain Federal government contracts, a family member may include an individual
related by blood or affinity whose close association with the employee is equivalent of a
family relationship.

• Calendar Year - January 1 through December 31 .

Continued on next page

2 If an eligible employee who works in San Francisco, Emeryville, or Oakland does not have a spouse or registered domestic partner, the
employee may designate one person for whom the employee may request PSL to aid or care for that person. Designation of this person must be
done within ten (10) days of the date the employee begins accruing time off for PSL. Thereafter, the Company will provide eligible employees

an opportunity to re-designate a designated person on an annual basis.
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Qualifying Employees may only request PSL if: (i) they work in a covered jurisdiction; or (ii) perform
Reasons for work on or in connection with certain federal government contracts for the following purposes:
Requesting PSL

• For an employee's mental or physical illness, injury, or health condition, or to allow an

employee to obtain medical diagnosis, care, or treatment for the same, or for an

employee's need for preventive medical care; or

• To allow an employee to care for his/her Family Member with a mental or physical
illness, injury, or health condition, or to allow an employee to obtain medical diagnosis,
care, or treatment for the same, or for care of an employee's Family Member who needs

preventive medical care; or

• If the employee's place of business has been closed by order of a public official due to a
public health emergency or to allow the employee to care for a child whose school or
childcare provider has been closed by order of a public official due to a public health
emergency; or

• To allow an employee to address psychological, physical or legal effects of domestic/
sexual violence, domestic/sexual assault, stalking, or human trafficking. To be able to

attempt or obtain any relief but not limited to: temporary restraining orders, or other
injunctive relief for themselves or their child. To obtain services from a domestic
violence shelter or rape crisis center. To participate in safety planning and other
measures such as finding temporary or permanent relocation or;

• In Montgomery County and Oregon only, for the birth of a child, for adoption or foster
care; and to care for a newborn, newly adopted or newly placed child within one year of
birth, adoption or placement of employee's child; or

• Any other reason required by law.

Requesting PSL PSL can only be requested for the time employees are scheduled to work. A per diem employee
cannot request PSL for work time that is not previously scheduled.

Employees must communicate directly with their supervisor when requesting PSL. Whenever
possible, notice should be provided in advance and in writing including the anticipated start
date, duration and return date of the absence. If the need to use PSL is unforeseeable, a good

faith effort must be made to provide notice as soon as is practicable.

The Company may request documentation related to an absence for PSL where allowed by and
in accordance with applicable law, but will not require the employee to explain the nature of an
illness or injury or provide details of the domestic/sexual violence, domestic/sexual assault or
stalking.

Continued on next page
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Accrual of When a qualifying reason for PSL exists, eligible employees can use accrued PTO and ESL
Time Off for hours. Information about PTO and ESL accmals by jurisdiction can be found in the Eligibility
PSL Requirement Table at the end of this Addendum.

Employees will be notified of their available balances each time wages are paid on their pay
statements.

Regular Full and Part Time (20 - 40 standard hours)
Employees covered by the PTO and ESL policies or the PTO and ESL- CA Addendum will
accme PTO and ESL hours as described in those policies, except as follows:

• During the first year of employment, eligible employees will accme ESL as of the date
of hire, not after the first 90 days.

• Non-exempt employees will accme ESL based on actual hours worked at the rate

designated for each jurisdiction up to the Annual Allowable Accrual.
• Exempt employees will accme ESL based on standard hours paid at the rate designated

for each jurisdiction up to the Annual Allowable Accmal.
• Employees cannot use more than the amount accmed for PSL purposes in a Calendar

Year even when the regular annual PTO and ESL accmals exceed that amount.

Temporary, Per Diem or Part Time (less than 20 hours)
Employees not covered by the PTO and ESL policies or the PTO and ESL- CA Addendum will
have an ESL Bank and accme as follows:

• Non-exempt employees will accme at the rate designated for each jurisdiction up to the
Annual Allowable Accrual.

• Exempt employees will accrue ESL based on hours paid up to the Annual Allowable
Accrual.

• If the Annual Allowable Accrual amount is used, additional accmals for the remainder
of the Calendar Year and / or carryover ofESL will be determined by thejiu-isdiction in
which the employee works (see the Eligibility Requirement Table of this Addendum).

Pay while on Employees must meet the eligibility and waiting period requirements in order to be paid while
PSL on PSL. Paid time for PSL may be taken, as described below, up to the annual accrual amount

in a calendar year based on the jurisdiction in which the employee works. If hours are not
available in the PTO and ESL banks, then PSL will be unpaid. Note: In California (but
outside of the localities listed above), the overall accrual amount is capped at 48 hours (6
days), but use is limited to 24 hours/3 days per year.

Details for each jurisdiction are outlined in the Eligibility Requirements Table at the end of this
Addendum.

Time off for PSL may be used in one-hour increments or smaller if required by applicable law.

Continued on next page
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Paid Sick Leave: Addendum to the Paid Time Off and Extended Sick Leave PoUcies, Continued

Pay while on The following codes must be used in Kronos when recording PSL time taken:
PSL, continued • PSL PTO - up to the first 24 hours while on PSL

• PSL ESL - used after first 24 hours while on PSL, or sooner ifPTO is not available,
up to the annual allowable usage amount

• LOA PSL PTO - up to the first 24 hours while on an approved LOA and the time off
qualifies for PSL

• LOA PSL ESL - used after first 24 hours while on PSL, or sooner if PTO is not
available, up to the annual allowable usage amount while on an approved LOA and
the time off qualifies for PSL

Regular Full and Part Time (20 - 40 standard hours) - Employees covered by the PTO and
ESL policies or the PTO and ESL - CA Addendum will use PSL PTO for the first 24 hours/3
days of an absence (pro-rated for standard hours less than 40 per week), followed by PSL ESL
up to the annual allowable usage amount.

If hours in the PTO bank are not available to cover all or part of the first 24 hours/3 days, ESL
will be used for all or part of the first 24 hour/3 days period.

If hours in the ESL bank are not available for use after the first 24 hours/3 days, hours from the
PTO bank will continue to be used, where applicable.

Temporary, Per Diem or Part Time (less than 20 hours) - Employees not covered by the
PTO and ESL policies or the PTO and ESL - CA Addendum will accme hours in an ESL bank
specifically to be used for PSL. This time is coded as PSL ESL or LOA PSL ESL.

Carry-over Accrued PTO or ESL time allotted for PSL that is not used during the Calendar Year in which it
accmes may carry-over as defined in the Eligibility Requirement Table.

Regular Full Time and Part Time (20 - 40 standard hours) - Employees covered by the
PTO and ESL policies or the PTO - CA Addendum will carry over unused PTO and ESL time
as defined in those policies.

Temporary, Per Diem, Part Time (less than 20 hours) - Employees not covered by the PTO
and ESL policies or the PTO - CA Addendum will carry over a maximum number of hours as
defined in the Eligibility Requirement Table of this Addendum. Any remaining accmed and
unused hours will be forfeited.

Confidentiality An employee's absence and any information provided to the Company in support of the request
for a leave covered by this Addendum will be kept confidential, unless the employee requests
otherwise and provides consent for release.
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FRESENIUS
T" MEDICAL CARE Policy

Human Resources

Paid Sick Leave: Addendum to the Paid Time Off and Extended Sick Leave Policies, Continued

Attendance Time taken under the provisions of this Addendum is generally not subject to corrective action
and will not be considered an occurrence as it relates to attendance standards.

Employee absences not covered by the provisions of this addendum or other approved leaves of
absences will be subject to business specific attendance policy guidelines.

Payout at
Termination

Unused ESL hours that have accrued toward PSL are not paid upon termination of employment.

Rehire &
Reinstatement
ofPSL

If an employee's employment with the Company ends and the employee is rehired within one year
the employee's previously available unused, accrued PSL portion ofESL will be reinstated.

Policy To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, the Company reserves the right to take
Compliance disciplinary action, up to and including termination, against an employee who uses time

provided under this policy for purposes other than those described above or permitted by
policy or applicable law.

Manager
Responsibility

Managers are responsible for:

• Ensuring compliance with this Addendum; and
• Tracking total hours taken to ensure employees do not exceed the Annual Allowable

Use ofPSL as defined in the Eligibility Requirement Table.

Related Paid Time Off Policy
Documents Extended Sick Leave Policy

PTO and ESL - CA Addendum
Jurisdiction Posters
Designated Person Form - Oakland, CA and San Francisco, CA only
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FRESENIUS
T' MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Policy

Eligibility
Requirements PSL Eligibility, Accruals, Usage & Carryover1

Jurisdiction

Arizona

California
(excluding
employees covered

by any of the CA
locality ordinances

listed below)

CA-City of
Oakland

CA - City and
County of San

Francisco

CA - City of Los
Angeles

CA-City of San
Diego

CA-City of Santa
Monica

Connecticut

Dish-ict of

Columbia

Minimum Eligibility
Requirements

Works in Arizona

Work at least 30 or
more days within a

12-month period in
CA

Work at least 2 hours

per week in the City of
Oakland

Work at least 56 hours
in a year in the City of
San Francisco

Works at least 30 or

more days within a
year and performs at

least 2 hours of work

per week in the City of
Los Angeles

In one or more
calendar weeks of the

year, performs at least
2 hours of work in San

Diego

Performs at least two

hours of work per
week m Santa Monica

Works in Connecticut

Works in District of
Columbia

PSL/ESL
Accrual Bate

(per pay
period)

1 hour for every

30 hours
worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

I hour for eveiy

30 hours worked

1 hour for every
30 hours worked

1 hour for every

40 hours worked

1 hour for every
37 hours worked

Usage First
Begins (for
new hires)

On the 90*
calendar day of

employment

On the 90th
calendar day

On the 90th
calendar day

On the 90th
calendar day

On the 90th day
of employment

On the 90-
calendar day of

employment

On the 90th
calendar day of

employment

After 680
hours

(approximately
85 days) of
employment

Onthe90fh
day of
employment

Maximum

Annual Usage

40 hours

Up to 24 hours
or the number

of scheduled
hours in a 3-

day period,
whichever is

greater

n/a

n/a

48 hours

40 hours

72 hours

40 hours

Hourly
equivalent of 7
days

Maximum

Annual

Accrual

40 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

40 hours

Hourly
equivalent

of 7 days

Accrual Cap and/or

Carry Over (applies
to Temporary, Per
Diem, Part Time (lesi

than20hours)2

40 hours

Canyover up to the

accmal cap of 48

hours/6 days

Canyover up to the
accrual cap of 72

hours

Canyover up to the
accrual cap of 72

hours

Carryover up to the
accrual cap of 72

hours

Canyover up to the

accrual cap of 80

hours

Canyoveruptothe

accrual cap and 72

hours

Canyover of up to
40 hours

n/a

Continued on next page

As noted above, if an employee works in one of the jurisdictions listed in this chart and also performs work on or in connection with certain Federal government

contracts, the Accruals, Usage & Carryover will be reconciled, as necessary, to ensure compliance with Federal requirements as well as applicable state or local

law.

The maximum cap/carryover for Regular Full and Part Time employees (20 - 40 standard hours) are based on the cany over provisions in the PTO and ESL policies.
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FRESENIUS
MEDICAL CARE

Human Resources

Policy

Paid Sick Leave: Addendum to the Paid Time Off and Extended Sick Leave Policies, Continued

Eligibility
Requirements
continued

PSL Eligibility, Accruals, Usage & Carryover3

Jurisdiction

IL - Chicago/
Cook County
(excluding any
municipality that
has opted out of

the Cook County
ordinance)

Maryland

MD-
Montgomery

County

Massachusetts

Michigan

MN-
Minneapolis

MN - St. Paul

New Jersey

NY-New York

City

NY-
Westchester

County

Oregon

PA -

PhUadelphia

Minimum
Eligibility
Requirements

Works at least 2
hours over a 2-week
period & works at

least 80 hours in
any 120-day period

Regularly works at
least 12 hours per

week m Maryland

Works in
Montgomery County

Works in
Massachusetts

Works in Michigan

Works at least 80
hours per year

Works at least 80
hours per year

Works in New

Jersey

Works more than 80

hours in a calendar
year in New York

City (all 5 boroughs)

Works in
Westchester County

for more than 80

hours in a calendar

year

Works in Oregon

Works at least 40
hours in a year in
Philadelphia

PSt/ESl; ;
Accrual Rate ,
(per pay period)'

1 hour for every

40 hours worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

1 hour for every
30 hours worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

1 Hour for every
35 hours worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

1 hour for every
30 hours worked

1 hours for every
30 hours worked

1 hours for every
30 hours worked

1 hours for every

30 hours worked

1 hour for eveiy

30 hours worked

1 hour for every

40 hours worked

Usage First
Begins (for
new hires)

180th day of
employment

After the 901h
day

After 901h day

On the 90th
calendar day

On the 90th
calendar day

On the 90*
calendar day

On the 90s1

calendar day

On the 9ffh
calendar day

After the
120'hdayof
employment

After the 90th
day of
employment

After the 90th
calendar day

On the 901"
day of
employment

Maximum

Annual Usage

40 hours(60
hours if used
forFMLA
puiposes)

64 hours

80 hours

40 hours

40 hours

48

n/a

40 hours

40 hours

40 hours

40 hours

40 hours

Maximum

Annual

Accrual

40 hours

40 hours

56 hours

40 hours

40 hours

48 hours

48 hours

40 hours
(annual

maximum)

40 hours

40 hours

40 hours

40 hours

Accrual Cap and/or

Carry Over (applies
to Temporary, Per
Diem, Part Time (less

than 20 hours)
40 hours

40 hours

Canyover of up to 56

hours

Carryover of up to 40
hours

40 hours

80 hours

80 hours

40hours

Canyover of up to 40

hours

Canyover of up to 40

hours

Canyover of up to 40
hours

Carryover of up to 40

hours

Continued on next page

As noted above, if an employee works in one of the jurisdictions listed in this chart and also performs work on or in connection with certain Federal government

contracts, the Accruals, Usage & Carryover will be reconciled, as necessary, to ensure compliance with Federal requirements as well as applicable state or local

law.

The maximum cap/carryover for Regular Full and Part Time employees (20 - 40 standard hours) is based on the carry over provisions in the PTO and ESL policies.
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FRESENIUS
MEDICAL CARE Policy

Human Resources

Paid Sick Leave: Addendum to the Paid Time Off and Extended Sick Leave Policies, Continued

Eligibility
Requirements
continued

PSL Eligibility, Accruals, Usage & Carryover5

Jurisdiction

Rhode Island

Vermont

WA - Seattle

WA - Tacoma

Washington7

Various

Minimum Eligibility
Requirements

Employees who work
in Rhode Island

Regularly works in
Vermont an average
of 18 hours or more

per week during a year

Regularly works in

Seattle

Work in Tacoma for

at least 80 hours per

year

Employees who work
inWA

Works for FMCNA
and performs work on

or in connection with

certain Federal

government contracts.
PSL eligibility does
not apply sunply
because an employee
provides services to a
Medicare beneficiary.

PSL/ESL Accrual
Rate
(per pay period)

I Hour for every
3 5 hours worked

1 hour for every 52

hours worked

1 hour for every

30 hours worked

1 hour for every
40 hours worked

1 hour for eveiy
40 hours worked

1 hour for every 30
hours worked

Usage First
Begins (for
new hires)

On the 90th
day of
employment

On the 90"'day
of employment

On the 90th
day of
employment

On the 90th of
employment

On the 90'"
day of
employment

n/a

Maximum

Annual .
Usage

32 hours
(2019)

40 hours
thereafter

40 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum
Annual
Accrual

32 hours
(2019)

40 hours
thereafter

n/a

n/a

40 hours

n/a

56 hours

Accrual Cap and/or

Carry Over (applies to
Temporary, Per
Diem, Part Time (less

than 20 hours)6

32 hours(2019)
40 hours thereafter

n/a

Carryover of up
to 72 hours

Carryover of up
to 40 hours

Carryover of up
to 40 hours

Up to 56 hours

As noted above, if an employee works in one of the jurisdictions listed in this chart and also performs work on or in connection with certain Federal government

contracts, the Accruals, Usage & Canyover will be reconciled, as necessary, to ensure compliance with Federal requirements as well as applicable state or local
law.

The maximum cap/canyover for Regular Full and Part Time employees (20 - 40 standard hours) is based on the carry over provisions in the PTO and ESL policies.

Excludes employees in Seattle and Tacoma pursuant to the benefits listed for those jurisdictions in this chart.
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THE UNION DIFFERENCE
As a union member, you have certain rights at  
your workplace: 

A Voice at Work
Because you have a union, you have a voice at 
work. A negotiating committee of union members 
and staff negotiate with management—as equals—
over wages, benefits, working conditions, and 
other issues. The union committee pushes for the 
issues that union members choose. The result of 
negotiations is a proposed contract which members 
vote on before it takes effect.

Right to Union Representation
Every union member has the right to union 
representation during an investigatory interview 
that could lead to discipline. This is called your 
“Weingarten” right, after a Supreme Court case 
which established the right to representation. 

Just Cause for Discipline
The just cause provision in your union contract 
ensures you have due process in cases of discipline. 
The just cause standard is a well-defined set of 
legal rules that involve several different “tests” 
of a disciplinary action. The tests of just cause 
provide considerable protection against retaliation, 
discrimination, or other unfair actions. 

The Security of a Union Contract
As a union member, your wages and working 
conditions are spelled out in writing in a legally-
binding union contract. You are not alone at the 
workplace—instead, you have the security of 
knowing that your rights are protected by your 
union contract and backed up by the 46,000 other 
members of UFCW 21.

Statement of  
Your Right to Union 

Representation 
(Weingarten Rights)

“I understand that this proceeding 
is for the purpose of investigating 
whether I may receive discipline. 
Therefore, I request that a union 
representative be present on my 
behalf before this proceeding 
continues. If you insist that the 
proceeding continue without allowing 
me union representation, I hereby 
protest your denial of rights guaranteed 
to me under federal labor law.”

Know Your Rights:
• Fair Treatment and Respect 

• Family and Medical Leave 

• Union Representation

Learn more about your 
rights: 

www.ufcw21.org



UFCW 21
Faye Guenther, President • Joe Mizrahi, Secretary-Treasurer

tl/opeiu8

Seattle:  5030 First Ave S, Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98134-2438 
Phone 206-436-0210 / 800-732-1188, Fax 206-436-6700 

 

Mt. Vernon: 1510 N 18th St, Mt Vernon, WA 98273-2604, Phone 360-424-5655, Fax 360-424-7909 
Silverdale: 3888 NW Randall Way #105, Silverdale, WA 98383, Phone 360-698-2341, Fax 360-662-1979 

Spokane: 2805 N Market Street, Spokane, WA 99207, Phone 509-340-7369, Fax 509-624-1188

Our mission: building a powerful Union that fights for economic, 
political and social justice in our workplaces and in our communities. 

VISIT UFCW21.ORG:

SCHOLARSHIP INFO | BARGAINING UPDATES | STEWARD TRAININGS | HELPFUL MEMBER 
RESOURCES | ACTIONS INFORMATION ON YOUR RIGHTS | AND MORE...




